Games, games and more games... everywhere we look we see more games being made available to the wargame fanatic... professional games, amateur games and all the shades from chocolate to vanilla in between. The up-to-date collector could easily list several hundred with hardly a second thought. The days of the annual Avalon Hill release being all the eager wargamer could look forward to are gone, perhaps forever. A veritable flood of new games is released every year from a seemingly ever increasing host of publishers. Even we have added to the deluge with our mail order line and increased production output made possible by a growing R & D staff. And although the era of the games explosion has dealt many a "dog" to the avid collector it has also brought forth some excellent efforts which might never have seen the light of day with a major producer were it not for the exposure gained through a "third" publisher. It was this exposure which brought forth WOODEN SHIPS & IRON MEN and CAESAR'S LEGIONS this fall and will be bringing you even bigger surprises this spring.

One ingredient that goes into every Avalon Hill game is about ten years development time. The old adage of at least 'a year per game' still holds true at Harford Rd. Even with a rapidly expanding R & D staff, we have had to pressurize to maintain our standards of quality and an increased publishing schedule. This, in part, explains our increasing reliance on outside designers to supply you with the games you crave. The natural by-product of the games explosion has been a corresponding increase in the number of good, experienced game designers. In working with these designers through a royalty arrangement we can continue to guarantee that each Avalon Hill game is the product of years of research and playtesting by a qualified expert. Witness Harold Hock, creator of TOBRUK, a man who makes his living by analyzing armament systems for the U.S. government. It is hard to fault those credentials. Indeed those games published previously in amateur (for lack of a better word) format (advance apologies to designers everywhere with a negative connotation of 'amateur') have not often failed to meet the high standards of quality built on its reputation of fine games--a very important factor in this day of high competition and increasing host of publishers. Even we have felt the pressure and have even been required to trade off other projects in order to maintain a steady supply of games. The following is by way of introduction to our Autumn/Winter releases.

**NEW GAMES FOR 1976**

The preceding is by way of introduction to Andrew McNeil and our spring release: KINGMAKER. Originally the product of Philmar, Ltd (an English version of Avalon Hill) KINGMAKER took Great Britain by storm and became an overnight sensation. Its reception in the U.S. has been just as enthusiastic if not as widespread. Due to the expense and difficulty inherent in importing, the game sold for $12.00 through U.S. distributors. By licensing (selling game rights in exchange for royalties) the game to Avalon Hill, Philmar stands to benefit far more from our retail distribution than would be the case if they continued to sell direct to American importers. U.S. and Canadian game enthusiasts will benefit by increased availability and lowered cost. The result is a game that was once hard to get and high priced is now available to you at a fraction of the cost. Avalon Hill, for its part, gets to add another quality game to its line and build on its reputation of fine games--a very important factor in this day of high competition in the game industry.

**KINGMAKER** is a multi-player diplomacy game of the English Civil War. Andrew McNeil parlayed his vast knowledge of the War of the Roses into an entirely new game system only remotely resembling the combat factor/hexagon pattern of standard wargames. The result was a delightful game of cut-throat diplomacy capturing the glamour of the period and with the potential to enamor thousands of the conventional wargame. The game is now available with the addition of WS & IM and the original basic rules. KINGMAKER is a fast game with a built-in educational value and is one of our more popular offerings. It is easy to learn and has a quick set-up time. The new play aid--the Kingmaker mapboard--is useful in the game itself and can be used to teach the rules of the game to new players. It is the perfect game for a group of wargame enthusiasts to enjoy.

**THE AVALON HILL Game Company**

4517 Harford Road

Baltimore, Md. 21214
The Battle of the Hydaspes

The Army of Alexander The Great
By Tom Hazlett

Alexander must unquestionably rank at, or close to, the top on anybody's list of all time great military leaders, but we should not forget that in achieving his victories he had a little help from the finest army, with the possible exception of the Persians, in the history of the ancient world.

This army was organized, trained, and led to its first victories not by Alexander, but by his father, Philip. It was Philip who established Macedonian supremacy over Greece in the battle of Chaeronea, and had he not been assassinated it would have been Philip and not Alexander who would have led the invasion of Persia. It is interesting to speculate just how much Philip's ambitions would have driven him as far as Alexander went, and that he would have accepted the offer Alexander refused after the battle of Issus, one of 10,000 talents and all land west of the Euphrates River. This of course is mere speculation, for who knows what ambitions a man has? Certainly no one looking at Alexander just prior to the invasion would have anticipated the extent of his conquests.

The country ruled by Philip differed greatly from the Greek city-states to the south. It was organized along feudal lines, and its army, prior to Philip, had a distinctly feudal characteristic. The army was divided into three forces. The Companions were mounted nobles armed with a short thrusting spear which they used to great effect and a sword as secondary armament. The foot guards (agema) were a professional infantry force of approximately 1000. Finally there were the untrained, and virtually worthless, peasant levies armed with sword or spear and a wicker shield. From these elements Philip forged a new professional force.

He reorganized the Companions into 8 squadrons and expanded their strength to about 8,000. One of these, called the Royal Squadron, (300 men) acted as the king's bodyguard and is often called the aghma of the Companions. (Alexander subsequently reorganized the Companions several times. At the battle of the Hydaspes the Royal Squadron remained separate while the other seven were brigaded with Iranian cavalry of approximately 1000 men each.)

The peasants were organized into at least 14 taxis of 1500 men each. They were armed with a sarissa, or pike, several feet longer than the spear used by the Greek hoplites. Estimates of its length vary from 13 to 18 feet, compared with the 9 foot Greek model. The increased length gave them a tremendous advantage in combat. The sarissas of the front five ranks projected in front of the first man, while those of the rear ranks pointed upward providing protection against enemy missiles. The increased length also made maneuver more difficult; untrained levies would have found it prohibitive.

Philip solved this problem by making them a permanent standing force and calling them "Foot Companions" to reflect this status. Fighting in a 16 man deep formation instead of the traditional Greek 8 deep, they were practically invulnerable to frontal attack, and their high degree of training made them more maneuverable than the typical Greek phalanx. As the sarissa took two hands their small wicker shield was strapped to their left arm. Secondary armament consisted of a short sword. Additional protection was provided by helmet, greaves, and a breastplate.

The foot guards, or hypaspists, were expanded into 3 battalions of 1000 men each. We are uncertain as to how they were armed. As they were used to protect the flanks of the phalanx they were probably not armed with the sarissa, but perhaps the standard 9 foot spear. They were used in the line, but also performed many functions of light troops. Their multiple uses indicate their superb training and their status as the elite infantry.

These three forces formed the core of the army of Philip and Alexander. Despite the improvement of the infantry the emphasis remained on the cavalry, and the Companions were still the principal strike force. The phalanx was stationed in the center to threaten the enemy while the Companions delivered the decisive charge from their position on the right flank. The hypaspists were stationed between the two and covered the gap in the line created by the advance of the cavalry. The Macedonian army was, in short, a balanced, highly trained national force, vastly superior to the mercenary and citizen hoplite armies that had dominated Greek warfare for several hundred years.

These forces actually comprised less than half of the army with which Alexander conquered Persia. The invasion was officially conducted under the aegis of the League of Corinth, an organization of all the Greek states except Sparta, brought together at sword point after Athens and Thebes were crushed at Chaeronea. None of the members had any love for the Macedonians and had revolted after Philip's assassination. Alexander, then only 18 years of age, moved quickly, and all thoughts of resistance ended when Thebes was destroyed and its few survivors sold into slavery. Persia, of course, was the hereditary enemy of the Greeks. They were more than willing to assist in an invasion of that country, no doubt secretly hoping that their two enemies would destroy each other. The League supplied 9,000 troops, mostly hoplites with some cavalry. One suspects that they were taken along more as hostages to ensure the loyalty of their cities than for their fighting value. Alexander obviously did not trust them. He made little use of them in combat and sent them home after Gaugamela, when his position was secure. Additionally, he left a substantial Macedonian force in Greece, including 6-8 battalions of phalanx.

His distrust of the Greeks did not extend to Thessaly. This area was a member of the League but also friendly to Macedon. It furnished a body of 2000 cavalry, armed like the Companions, which was of high fighting quality and played an important role throughout the campaign.
To fill his needs for light troops Alexander relied extensively on mercenaries, although he did have a body of about 900 native light cavalry variously referred to as Lancers or Scouts, and about 1000 native archers. The vast majority of the mercenaries came from the Balkan countries surrounding Macedonia. Thrace supplied 700 light cavalry armed with the sarissa and about 5000 peltasts (medium infantry) armed with a murderous curved sword (rhombphaia) in addition to javelins. Also worthy of particular note were 1000 Aryanian javelin-men. These outstanding light infantry served well in all situations, particularly in the guerilla warfare of eastern Persia.

Alexander also hired 1000 Cretan archers, the most highly regarded bowmen of the day, and several thousand Greek peltasts and hoplites.

While this was the army with which Alexander launched his invasion its composition changed during the course of his 11 year campaign. After Gaugamela he felt he no longer needed Greek hostages, and he sent his “allies” home, replacing them on occasion with troops from the Persian Empire, making particular use of excellent Iranian cavalry. He also received reinforcements from Macedon on several occasions.

One of the most interesting units never got into battle. Sometime after Gaugamela Alexander ordered that 30,000 sons of Persian nobles be organized and trained in the Macedonian fashion. By the time Alexander returned from India the training of these Epigoni (successors) had been completed, although they were never organized into combat units. Their presence may have had something to do with the collapse of the Macedonian army's brief mutiny in 324 B.C. It certainly had something to do with the start of the mutiny. The Epigoni were a manifestation of Alexander's policy of treating Persians as equal to Macedonians and adopting many of their customs in an attempt to fuse the two cultures. There was a constantly growing fear among the Macedonian troops, especially the senior officers who had served with Philip, that Alexander would establish a permanent capital in Asia, abandoning his Macedonian heritage and reducing his homeland to provincial status. (300 years later Rome had a similar fear concerning Mark Antony and Egypt). Over 2000 years it is difficult to separate fact from fiction, but it would seem that several senior officers, including Parmenio, were fearful enough to plot against Alexander, and were executed as a result. Unfortunately space does not permit a detailed discussion of Alexander's political manoeuvres which in their way are as intricate and fascinating as his military ones. Likewise, we could not begin to adequately describe all the major battles, small battles, and sieges in less than a book. As Avalon Hill is not in competition with Ballantine, we will content ourselves with a brief look at Alexander's last, and many historians feel his greatest, battle; the Hydaspes.

**THE FINAL BATTLE ALEXANDER'S INVASION OF INDIA AND THE BATTLE OF THE HYDASPES RIVER**

By Gary Gygax with Tom Hazlett

With the defeat of Darius at the Battle of Gaugamela, Alexander secured the whole of the western part of the Persian Empire. The eastern half of the realm, however, did not passively submit to the new ruler, and a long campaign in the Far East was necessary before Alexander was able to subdue the whole of the lands formerly in subjection to the Persian Great King. The years between 331 B.C. (Gaugamela) and 327 B.C. were spent marching the area over 1,500 miles long and 1,000 broad. But eventually the rebellious and treacherous satraps were finally dealt with, and Alexander's Empire was eventually the rebellious and treacherous satraps were fearful enough to plot against the new ruler, and a long campaign in the Far East of the realm, however did not submit to the one-time King Ambhi, now a Satrap of Alexander's Empire and a very willing one at that. In order to bring India under this sway it would be necessary to defeat these two rulers. Alexander then decided to make Taxilla his advanced base and begin operations as soon as possible. Before a major campaign could be begun, however, he decided it would be necessary to further reorganize his army in order to fully integrate the Asian horse troops into his cavalry arm.

The reconquered region of the cavalry consisted of a brigading of the Asian horsemen except horse archers with the Campanian cavalry. The Royal Squadron of 300 (Agema) remained separate, the others formed five mixed hipparchies each 1,000 strong, all but the fifth having approximately 300 Macedonians and 700 Asian troopers. The fifth hipparchy consisted of only a handful of Macedonians, the whole being nearly all Asian horsemen. Prior to this Alexander had expanded the phalanx by adding another taxis of 1,500 men. The breakdown of strength by unit was now:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cavalry:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agema</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ist through 5th Hipparchies</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercenaries</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse Archers</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infantry:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phalanx of 7 taxis</td>
<td>10,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypaspists</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercenaries</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxiles' Indians</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missile Infantry</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With this force Alexander set forth to conquer the independent princes already mentioned, but when he arrived at the northern bank of the Hydaspes River he was confronted by King Porus and the whole of his army. Porus chose to defend this river line as it was swollen by heavy rains at the time and thus passable only by boat or raft. Furthermore, it was expected to be reinforced by his ally Abisesara before the flood subsided. The Indian believed that by a strong guarding of the water barrier he could prevent any crossing until such time as such an invasion of his territory would spell certain defeat for Alexander. He reckoned without Alexander's ability and energy.

Nightly the army of Alexander made sorties and raised alarms in the Indian camp with their feats. The Indians eventually were lured into a belief that Alexander was going to play into their hands and await lower water when the fords could be used. Alexander did his best to encourage this belief by ordering the collection of large quantities of provisions at his camp, as though he were preparing for a long wait.

Eventually Porus stopped reacting to the Macedonian maneuvering and Alexander divided his forces in preparation for a crossing. His
lieutenant Craterus was left at the camp with orders to create an impression of the entire army remaining in camp. He had the following forces: 2 taxis, 1 hipparchy, 500 elephants and some mercenary cavalry, totaling about 8000 infantry and 3000 cavalry.

Once battle had been joined, Craterus was to cross the river and join in, unless Porus opposed the crossing with elephants, in which case he was to remain in camp. Alexander knew that his cavalry would not cross in the face of elephants, leaving the Indian cavalry free to cut down any infantry that would not cross in the face of elephants, leaving the Indian infantry to join Alexander in camp.

Leaving about 5000 infantry and 500 cavalry scattered along the river bank with orders to join the main force as it marched down the opposite bank, Alexander marched his remaining troops several miles upstream and began to cross under cover of darkness (see diagram). The island shielded the crossing from Porus until Alexander landed in good order on what he thought was the opposite shore, only to discover that it was another small island. There was no time to bring the boats around, and Alexander had a bad few minutes until he found a spot in the narrow channel that was barely fordable.

Porus, learning of the crossing, had a difficult decision as to division of his army. Gambling that the crossing was a diversion he sent a force of 2000 cavalry and 100 chariots under his son Prince Porus to drive the invaders into the river. By the time this force arrived the Macedonians had already completed their crossing, and when Alexander realized that the Indian force was not the advance guard of the entire Indian army he charged with his cavalry. The Indian chariots became mired in the mud along the river bank. Prince Porus was killed and the force routed with heavy losses.

Upon hearing of this disaster Porus left several thousand troops and some elephants to oppose Craterus and advanced with his main force to meet Alexander. We do not know the exact size of this force. The accuracy of ancient historians is often questionable, and their counting ability is particularly suspect, considering that most of the accounts of a battle came from the victor's side and the more numerous the enemy the more glorious the triumph. The following figures, those of J.F.C. Fuller, seem more reasonable than most: 30,000 infantry, 3600 cavalry, 180 chariots, and 200 elephants.

The Indians had no heavy infantry comparable to the Greek hoplite. Their best foot troops were archers, while the bulk of the infantry was ill-trained peasant spearmen. The Indians did not give their cavalry any special status; its training and armament was no better than the infantry. A great deal of reliance was placed on their heavy chariots and their elephant corps.

Porus made no attempt to disrupt the crossing of the reserves scattered along the river bank. Instead he waited for Alexander's advance, having chosen a strong defensive position with the river on his left and a low ridge on his right.

The Indians presented a unique set of problems to Alexander. In his previous battles the cavalry had always delivered the decisive blow. That tactic would not work here, as the horses would not approach the elephants. The task of winning the battle thus fell upon the phalanx, but in order to protect its flanks the Indian cavalry would have to be neutralized. Accordingly Alexander sent forward two hipparchies, a force he hoped would be sufficiently inferior to the total strength of the Indian cavalry to tempt Porus into combining his cavalry wings and attacking. When Porus reacted as hoped, two more hipparchies, which had been concealed by rolling ground, charged the Indian cavalry in the flank. After a short fight the Indians retreated behind an elephant screen. As the elephants moved toward the Macedonian cavalry they were met by the advancing phalanx and a general melee began. The Indian cavalry rallied and made an attempt to engage the phalanx but were once again met by the Macedonian cavalry and forced to retreat behind the elephants. Those huge beasts had meanwhile managed to do considerable damage to the phalanx. The light infantry, which had preceded the phalanx into battle, countered by killing many of the mahouts and the elephants began to rush about wildly in an effort to escape the constant harassment of these troops. The Macedonians were able to avoid their mad charges, but the Indians had been compressed into a narrow area during the fighting and were less fortunate; the remaining cavalry was slaughtered. As the elephants left the field the phalanx advanced on the remaining Indian troops, while the cavalry attacked both flanks. The Indian army disintegrated as Craterus crossed the river and joined the pursuit, and Porus was persuaded to surrender. Casualty figures from ancient historians mean little, but it is safe to say that casualties were heavy on the Macedonian-Persian side while the Indian army practically ceased to exist. Alexander was so impressed by Porus' courage that he not only made him an ally but added to his territory.

The above can serve as no more than an introduction to the campaigns of this most significant individual. For those interested in further reading, J.F.C. Fuller's The Generalship of Alexander the Great is highly recommended. There also exists a great number of excellent biographies, almost all of them with the obvious title of Alexander the Great. Those by Tarn and Wilcken are particularly recommended.

HOW TO PLAY
THE BATTLE OF THE HYDASPES

All Alexander the Great rules apply unless otherwise stated.

Mapboard
Ignore historical placement designations and the baggage camps. The Macedonian-Persian player sits on the side of the mapboard next to row A which is now the east side. The Indian player sits on the other side!

elevel ground: green hexes

muddy ground: brown hexes next to the river bank

(Marked board)

Start of Play
1. The Indian player sets up his army on or behind row O.
2. The M-P player sets up on or behind row E.
3. The M-P player moves first.

How to Win
1. The M-P player wins by reducing the Indian morale to O.
2. The Indian player wins by killing Alexander or reducing M-P morale to O.

Continued on Page 26, Column 3
Starting Stalingrad in 1942

By Dr. Joseph Connolly

A Variant of the Middle Game of STALINGRAD

Since its release, STALINGRAD has been one of the simulation games most frequently analyzed in print. This analysis has generally centered around the opening moves by both sides.

But the opening set-up has always been the factor that kept the opponents from reacting as did the Historical German General Staff or the Russian Stavka. In the game, the Russians are prepared for OPERATION BARBAROSSA. They fight a retreating defensive battle using the vast lands of Russia and the several European major river lines as their strategic defensive plan. The Nemunas, Divina, and Dnestr rivers obtain far more importance than in actual fact. It is a rare German player who sees the spirea of the Kremlin in the winter 41-42 nor holds the west bank of the Volga at any time.

Indeed, the battle of Stalingrad is infrequently fought, for the Germans don’t often get that far into Russia.

This variant is developed starting with the front as of May 1942. It was during the following seven months that the German Army reached its farthest advance in the East. It was these same months that saw the Russian Army press its cities and emerge as the dominant force on the Eastern Front. Both these actions were accompanied by miscalculations on the part of the combatants, but the consequences fell most heavily on the Germans, who lost World War II as a direct result.

HISTORICAL SETTING

By the time the campaign against Russia was considered, in late summer ‘40, Hitler and his Generals had three brilliant victories behind them—Poland, Norway, and France—and even to skeptics, Hitler had begun to look like a military genius.

The problems associated with operations in Russia appeared to be primarily geographic for the Russian Army had recently shown poorly against the Finns. Although the climate was recognized, the main difficulty was how to accomplish a military victory. Of the some 850,000 miles of railroads in the country, only 40,000 miles were hard surfaced.

But Hitler had his Generals agreed that the solution was in part to trap and destroy the main Soviet forces on or near the frontier. But the Generals disagreed with Hitler on the next stage—the final defeat of the Soviet Union. Hitler and Brauchitsch proposed to concentrate on the advance toward Moscow, believing the Soviets could then be forced to commit the bulk of their last strength to defend the capital. Hitler, however, had his way and OPERATION BARBAROSSA provided for simultaneous advances toward Leningrad, Moscow, and the Don. German Staff studies predicted the Soviet Union would be finished in eight to ten weeks.

OKH assigned 149 divisions, including 19 panzer divisions, to the operation. Their nominal strength was 3,050,000 men. To this were added 500,000 Finns and 150,000 Rumanians.

In June ‘41 the Russian western frontier defense was assigned to some 60 armies. While it is difficult to assess the standard of training and preparedness as an abstraction, the war's condition as the post-war Russian assessment would have them appear, they were certainly not prepared for the test to which they were about to be subjected. They were established along a line that, for most part, had been deep in Poland less than two years before. Communications and defensive points were in the construction stages.

Because of the Russian reluctance to releasehard statistics, nearly all Soviet troop strengths remain estimates. The best available figures give about 70 percent of the Soviet forces as actually on the front lines—3,000,000 men.

Under the initial shock of BARBAROSSA, surprise soon turned to confusion and then panic in the Russian ranks. By the second week, it appeared the first objective, destruction of the Soviet Army close to the frontier, had been accomplished. But by mid-July, Army Groups North and Center had crossed the Divina and Dnepr rivers while Army Group South was making an easternly sweep through the Ukraine.

As the collapse on the frontier occurred, and during the retreat into the interior, the Russian Army underwent a reorganization from the top down. Incompetence in leadership, due primarily to the purges of the 30's, was removed and field commands were scaled down to the capabilities of the Officer Corps. An Army was reduced to five or six divisions, and the Corps-sized unit was abolished. Divisions were trimmed from the pre-war 12,000 men to a more manageable 6000-9000.

Still, by mid-July when Army Group Center forced the encirclement around Smolensk, the Soviet Command was doing exactly what the Germans had hoped; standing and fighting instead of voluntarily retreating into the country. It had, moreover, made the decision that Halder and Brauchitsch had predicted, namely, to put its main effort in the center in front of Moscow.

On July 19 Hitler confirmed his convictions that Moscow was not the primary strategic objective. Army Group Center was shorn of its armor, and told to push on toward Moscow with only Infantry.

By September, this was revised and the armor was returned for a final try at Moscow. The fronts before Moscow now held 40 percent of the Russian Army manpower, but the Soviet strategy was the same; meet the enemy head-on, wear him down, stop him, and then counterattack. Again these tactics failed, for within the first week of October, Army Group Center broke the Russian lines and victory appeared so near that OKW canceled plans for an expedition out of Finland to cut the Murman-Moscow railroad.

But as the offensive continued, slowed first by the mud and then the cold of November, it became apparent that Army Group Center was worn down. Five months of fighting had taken 750,000 German casualties with only about half replaced. Despite the Russian losses, the Germans claimed 3,000,000 prisoners alone, the Soviets were still able to raise and deploy nine new armies in November.

At the beginning of December, Army Group Center broke through the outer defenses and drove into the heart of the city. The German hope was that the Russians had done the same.

That they hadn’t was suddenly apparent. In the morning fog, at 40 degrees, the Russians attacked Army Group Center just as its patrols were able to see the spires of Moscow. The 34 year string of German victories came to an end.

Although this Russian winter offensive 41-42 failed to accomplish a clear-cut military victory before grinding to a halt in February, it dealt the Germans a damaging blow. Most important, it destroyed the myth of German invincibility and raised Soviet prestige at home and abroad.

With the halt of the Russian winter offensive in February, the front stabilized. The Russians did not know what sacrifices the coming campaign would entail. To their certainly 6,000,000, and possibly 8,000,000 military losses in killed or captured could be added millions of civilians. The Soviet Union had lost 47% of its inhabited area, a territory in which 80,000,000 people had lived. Moreover, the territory had produced 71% of the pig-iron, 58% of the steel, and 63% of Russian coal.

But the price was not more than the Stavka was willing to pay. As the Soviet Command now belatedly recognized, territory and lives were the Russian Strategic Assets.

The Germans had also suffered casualties, over 1,000,000 men thus far. But their problem had become logistics—it was 850 miles through hostile territory to Berlin, but only 150 miles to Moscow.

Both the Germans and the Russians made plans for summer offensives. The German campaign, OPERATION BLAU, provided for a full-scale offensive only in the south to be directed down the Don toward Stalingrad and the Caucasus oil fields.

The decision to limit the campaign was not a free one. After the strains and drains of the 1941 campaign, austerity was present. Of the 67 divisions allocated for BLAU, two-thirds had to be rebuilt at the front. Only one-third came from reserves.

In the BLAU directive, Hitler's main objective was south-east Russia. His plan was to possess himself of the Don basin and, above all, the Caucasian oilfields. He would thus deprive Russia of her vital fuel supplies and, on the way to the Caucasus, would destroy Russia's remaining reserves of military manpower. To accomplish all this, Army Group South—divided now into Army Groups A and B—would first conquer the Crimea and eliminate those Russian forces still in possession of quite a large area west of the Donets river.
and just south of Kharkov. After that there was to be a three-pronged attack on Voronezh by the two forces of assaulting troops moving east from near Kursk. Having occupied the Crimea, the Germans were to advance eastward, cross the Straits of Kerch, which connects the Black Sea with the Sea of Azov, and invade the northwest Caucasus. Having captured Voronezh, the German Armies were to converge from there on the river Volga at Stalingrad. By this time, Hitler calculated, the way would be open to the Caucasus. Once established in the Caucasus Hitler would have the Russian oil for himself. And beyond the Caucasus lay the Middle East and more oil still, and an overland route to the Suez canal as well. To Hitler, peering southward in the spring of ’42, the horizon seemed boundless and every prize obtainable.

As the Germans planned BLAU, the Stavka build up the center sector expecting the Germans to concentrate on a continuation toward Moscow. While a German attack in the south was considered a likely possibility, it was expected the Germans would bear north toward Moscow rather than south as the Germans were actually planning. By this false estimate of German intentions, the Stavka placed itself in only slightly less dangerous a strategic position than that of the previous year.

The chain of events did not conform, however, to Hitler’s plans. The Russians, having upset the timetable in two ways. Their first intervention, the abortive attempt to capture Kharkov, worked to his advantage. The other Russian surprise was more serious. It took the Germans eight months instead of six to capture Sebastopol in the Crimea.

In 1942 as in 1941, the Germans were late in starting, and lived to regret their tardiness. The Russians opened the spring with an attempt to take Kharkov on 12 May. Unfortunately for General Timoshenko, the Germans were even then preparing to eliminate the Russian bridgehead over the Donets in accord with Hitler’s first phase of BLAU. The forces prepared to do this had already taken up position when Timoshenko struck out from the bridgehead. As a consequence, the Russians lost 250,000 prisoners, and weakened the Southern Front just at the time the Germans were preparing to strike.

The German offensive, BLAU, began a month later, 28 June. The Germans took Voronezh on 6 July, and then moved south-east along the bank of the Don. Rostov fell on 23 July, but few Russian prisoners were taken. The Russians were learning the vital strategic lesson that land was worth less than men when you have a large semi-empty country.

At this time, nevertheless, the Russian position could scarcely have been worse. The Caucasus, and with it Russia’s oil, appeared to be at the mercy of Army Group A, Group A, reinforced by the IV Panzer Army, occupied Rostov. The Caucasus Mountains lay ahead of them and separated them from the oilfields, and were formidable indeed. But their chances of capturing Baku and Tiflis by autumn still seemed good.

But July 1942 turned out to be another of those baffling moments in the war when Hitler made the wrong decision by not being decisive. In ’42 he possibly changed the course of history by deciding, in effect, to postpone the attack on the Caucasus by weakening the forces which were due to mount it.

After Army Group A captured Rostov, Hitler ordered IV Panzer Army to proceed north-east to help the VI Army capture Stalingrad, nearly 300 miles away. Simultaneously, he ordered Army Group A to send a substantial part of its artillery as well as other units to Leningrad to reinforce Army Group North.

In the light of Hitler’s own plan for the summer offensive, these were extraordinary decisions. Their effect was to disperse the overwhelming strength which was supposed to overwhelm Moscow, and which, probably would have enabled them to achieve Hitler’s prime objective for 1942—the Caucasus and its oilfields. In the end the German thrust toward the oilfields was, comparatively, no more than a feeble show. Army Group A captured the oilfield at Maikop but failed to find it destroyed. An armored thrust toward Grozny stopped before it got there for lack of fuel and ammunition.

So the German summer offensive and the Russian summer offensive were based on different projections. While the Germans expected the Russian attack on Moscow, the Germans considered the oilfields more important. The essential aspect of the whole summer campaign was that, while both sides fought with different objectives, the permanently damaging consequences fell on the Germans.

Moscow remained in Russian hands, and the mishandling of the Caucasus offensive left the oilfields in Russian hands as well. Germany got nothing but casualties, Russia became the dominant military power on the front.

1942—REVIEWED

In retrospect, we can see that the German lack of a determined application of a strategic plan for the destruction of Russia was a fatal flaw. In 1941 they had accomplished their first objective, the destruction of the Russian main force near the frontier, only to find the Soviets able to raise more manpower and material. Despite this surprise, and the Russian winter offensive, and the winter weather, and the logistical problems, the German Army was still well established in Russia in May 1942. That BLAU was a failure cannot be traced to the field commands. The Army was still quite capable of fighting.

But was BLAU misdirected? Could the capture of the Caucasus oil have sufficiently weakened Russia to force her to withdraw from the war? About Stalingrad, and the cutting of the Volga river traffic into Russia? Could this have been decisive in the outcome of the war?

If in part from the secrecy of the Soviet Government, facts and figures on Russia 1942 are either unknown or somewhat distorted. It would appear that the strategic objectives left to the German Army in 1942 were the destruction of the Russian Army in the field and the destruction of Russian war production through capture of important industrial and transportation objectives.

The following variant of STALINGRAD is based on the strategic concept that destruction of war production and strangulement of transportation net is quantifiable in terms of reductions in troop replacements or reinforcements.

THE VARIANT

The variant starts with the situation as of May 1942. The Russian order of battle is drawn from recent German and U.S. publications. The German order from OKW historical records and publications. No attempt was made to place the game unit markers in specific locations on the board. Instead, German Field Army strengths and Russian Front Force strengths are indicated by the number of dice as assigned as shown on the picture of the gameboard. The front lines as of May 1942 are illustrated by the shaded areas. These are a best-fit dictated by the hex grid system. However, in the winter of ‘41 obvious defensive lines as such were frequently ignored by field commanders in obedience to OKW or Stavka orders to hold in place.

The number in the lower right hand corner of the German Army/Russian Front marker designates the DFs allowed to that particular force. The actual control of each of the forces is left to the player to construct from the available unit pile.

The number in the lower left hand corner designates the number of Panzer Corps (German) or Shock Armies (Russian) assigned to that force. These may be ignored, but may not be exceeded.

Available Unit Pool

The German Army/Russian Front markers that came with STALINGRAD are modified before the game follows:

1. all but one German 8-8-6 Panzer Corps are removed. This reflects the reduction of armored divisions by one battalion of armor that occurred in early summer. Only the 55 units escaped this, so only one 8-8-8-5 is left.
2. the number of German armored corps remains the same, so all the discarded 8-8-8-5’s are replaced by 6-6-8-5’s in the available unit pile.
3. three Mountain Corps of German troops are created for assignment in Finland. These are 3-3-4’s and differ from normal in that during winter the movement factor is not reduced.
4. the Russians created the Shock Army in the winter of 41-42. These were provided with additional armor and artillery, resulting in an increased defensive or offensive strength. These are represented by the 6-9-6’s, and since four are called for in the initial deployment, three new 6-9-6 markers must be made.

Once these new units have been added to the unit piles, the opponents may now build their respective Armies/Fronts as they choose. No Army/Front strength may exceed the listed DFs. If the exact DF strength cannot be met, a surplus of not more than 2 DFs per Army/Front may be formed into a reserve with the restriction that such reserve forces must be located not more than six hexes from the initial HQ location of the Army/Front from which they are developed.

PLAY

Step 1.—The German deploys his forces within the following restrictions:

1. All corps of individual Armies must at least maintain overlapping zones of control with another corps of the same Army.
2. There can be no uncontrolled hexes immediately on the German side of the front lines except in Finland.
3. All German forces, with the exception of OKW, 1st Hung., 2nd Ital., and XI Rum. must be adjacent to the shaded front lines.

Step 2.—The Russian deploys subject to:

1. All units of a Front must have touching (not necessarily overlapping) zones of control.
2. The Russian units are only required to be within two hexes of the front lines.
3. The Russians are required to put at least one 4-6-6 in the Crimea.

Step 3.—Play now commences with the German move of May 1942.

The German can now position the Hungarian, Italian, and OKW reserves at any spot at least three hexes from the front prior to his initial movement. This compensates for the Russian lack of intelligence efforts in early ’42. The German may also take his 4 DFs replacements, but they must start as per the rules of STALINGRAD.
Play now follows the game STALINGRAD. All rules remain the same with the above noted exceptions, and the below developed replacement and victory conditions.

Replacements

German replacements remain at 4 DFs per turn. Russian replacements are 24 DFs per turn with the reductions for loss of targets as shown in the Victory conditions. No more than 12 DFs of Russian replacements may enter any one town or city behind the Russian lines in any one turn. All Russian replacements must enter the game from such a city or town. Control is determined by the city or town being behind Russian lines or by the last combatant to have positioned a unit within.

Victory

Any time victory conditions are selected in a game, the play of the game is also affected to some extent. To leave the strategy as free as possible for both the German and Russian player, DF values are assigned to targets inside Russian lines as of May 42. In this manner, each side may plan a strategy, although the Russian is still somewhat tied to the German actions for his reactions.

However, this approach makes the two possible means of German victory in Russia a possibility. (1) The Germans may defeat the Russian Army and win, or (2) The Germans can capture sufficient industrial and transportation targets to render the Russian war capability ineffective. The target list is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loss of DFs to Russian</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>Leningrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalingrad</td>
<td>Cut Volga other than at Stalingrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorki—note that it is now a city</td>
<td>Grozny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batum</td>
<td>Kuibishev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of XX31, XX32, XX33 the Caucasus oil fields</td>
<td>Control of Stalingrad RR between hex X41 and W46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut trans-siberian RR between hex X41 and W46</td>
<td>Cut Murmans-Moscow RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostov</td>
<td>For every three hexes in zone of control of Armor or Infantry unit on East edge of board</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is possible for the Germans to reduce the Russian replacement level to zero. When this is done for two consecutive Russian turns by or through May 43, the German wins. Otherwise, the Russian wins.

BACKGROUND ON VICTORY CONDITIONS

The actual value of targets in Russia in '42 will never be known as the Soviet Government has kept the population centers. No more than 12 DFs of Russian replacements may enter any one town or city behind the Russian lines in any one turn. All Russian replacements must enter the game from such a city or town. Control is determined by the city or town being behind Russian lines or by the last combatant to have positioned a unit within.

Victory

Any time victory conditions are selected in a game, the play of the game is also affected to some extent. To leave the strategy as free as possible for both the German and Russian player, DF values are assigned to targets inside Russian lines as of May 42. In this manner, each side may plan a strategy, although the Russian is still somewhat tied to the German actions for his reactions.

However, this approach makes the two possible means of German victory in Russia a possibility. (1) The Germans may defeat the Russian Army and win, or (2) The Germans can capture sufficient industrial and transportation targets to render the Russian war capability ineffective. The target list is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loss of DFs to Russian</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>Leningrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalingrad</td>
<td>Cut Volga other than at Stalingrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorki—note that it is now a city</td>
<td>Grozny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batum</td>
<td>Kuibishev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of XX31, XX32, XX33 the Caucasus oil fields</td>
<td>Control of Stalingrad RR between hex X41 and W46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut trans-siberian RR between hex X41 and W46</td>
<td>Cut Murmans-Moscow RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostov</td>
<td>For every three hexes in zone of control of Armor or Infantry unit on East edge of board</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is possible for the Germans to reduce the Russian replacement level to zero. When this is done for two consecutive Russian turns by or through May 43, the German wins. Otherwise, the Russian wins.

The DF values are based on the worth of a target in terms of population, production, transportation effect, and/or morale loss. Thus Moscow, which the Stavka prepared to abandon in '41 and '42 assumes a value larger than its production loss. It also represented 10,000,000 people from which troop strength increases would not be available. Gorki, an industrial and transportation center, assumes heavy value.

Finally, such obvious transportation nets as the Siberian RR, the Volga, and the Murmans-Moscow RR would certainly reflect a drop in army efficiency due to difficulty incurred in logistics should they be lost.

'43 is still used as the end of the game, because it is assumed that the Allied pressure in both the Med. and Europe would absorb German replacements and weaken the German Army in Russia.

The main hope in developing a Variant to a successful game is to not disturb the basic variables that make the game a success. STALINGRAD is, of course, the German losses constantly when faced with a competent Russian opponent (at least under the '63 rules). This variant was developed to reflect the historical opportunities available to both sides in May '42. Although it doesn't remove the stupidity of the German General Staff and Hitler in their planning and execution of the first year of BARBAROSSA, neither does it cancel the ignorance of the Russian Field Commanders through Jan. '42.

What it is meant to do is allow the players to make their own decisions, mistakes, and/or brilliant campaigns starting from the May '42 positions of the belligerents.

The game has been playtested, but should you feel the value of targets is not to your liking, it is a simple matter to change them. The secret to wargaming is enthusiasm, and this variant is presented in that vein.
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Design Analysis

I feel that the above changes make the game more realistic while not compromising its excellent playability. They compromise British aggressiveness and mobility not by artificial "idiocy rules" but by slowing their supplies and allowing the Americans to avoid the market rather than just occupying territory for victory. If you find just one of these changes useful, and if they enhance your enjoyment of 1776 even a little bit, then I have succeeded in my purpose with this article.

FRANCE '40...Continued from Page 19

surrounded are cut off from supply and have their combat factors and movement allowances halved.

Use air primarily in ground support and interdiction roles. Later in the game you will be making air superiority attacks against the French air units. Air units should be moved to the front as quickly as possible, so any units you don't need to fly that turn should be advanced into Belgium in order to keep up with the retreating Allied forces and in order to get into position to support the assault on the Seine.

What's wrong with the plan? The retreat takes place too soon. This allows the German to exit units off the south edge. I prefer to send in my forces along the line Antwerp-Namur, fight the battle of attrition early, start the retreat with all my forces on about the sixth turn, and watch my southern flank. Should the German foul up the retreat, then I usually have sufficient forces for a counter-offensive in the area. The German cannot then exit sufficient forces to make an decisive change in the French strength. As the plan now stands, it allows the Germans to walk all over France.

BLITZKRIEG RULES

We are now taking orders for the revised second edition rules for Blitzkrieg. More than just a clarification and correction of old rules, the new rulebook makes an entirely new game out of this old favorite. Gone are the unrealistic and lose-your-mind rules of the past. Blitzkrieg now boasts the most realistic set of air-to-ground combat rules in existence. No more static "Sitzkriegs" in the middle of the board—the blitz is really put back into Blitzkrieg under the new rules making it where he hesitates truly lost.

Renowned game developer Dave Roberts used all his expertise and skill over the past year to perfect the rules for this old favorite and update it to today's high standards in game design.

Here's just a sampling of what the new rules offer:

- A Basic Game every bit as challenging and playable as the old classics
- Rational stacking rules which really put the Blitz back in the Krieg
- Two square range for Breakthrough artillery and special Barghe tables
- Armorer Immn ~ity to Infantry ZOC
- 15 turn game limit which ends the all night marathons
- Strategic Movement
- Greatly simplified and improved supply system
- Best air combat system ever
- Strategic bombing of crucial industries
- Naval Ascendancy rules
- Ambiguity free (we hope)

We cannot recommend this official rules revision too highly. All current owners of the game owe it to themselves to upgrade their sets and get some real enjoyment out of Blitzkrieg. You can update your game by ordering just the rules although we suggest you also order the new CRT card.

2nd Edition Rules of Play 1.25

Revised CRT card 25

*Plus the usual shipping charges.
PBM - THE HARD WAY
SPECIAL PLAY-BY-MAIL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THIRD REICH, BLITZKRIEG & PANZER LEADER

PBM enthusiasts have fallen on hard times in recent years due to the increasing complexity and sophistication of new games. The simple pbm procedure for the classic games can rapidly become a maze of multiple letters and side notes with the addition of phases to the standard player turn. However, enthusiastic or masochistic pbm players (we're not sure which) continue to challenge the intricacies of today's games with their pbm moves. The article below is a collection of 'methods' for dealing with the problem for three of our most recent games.

PBM BLITZKRIEG
By Earl Thomas

The game designers at AH have outdone themselves. With no change in the Mapboard or Counters they have created a completely new game. It is not necessarily either a better or worse game, no more than an apple is better or worse than an orange; it is a matter of taste. I for one would suggest a slight increase in movement factors for both sets of rules stamped "Mod I" and "Mod 2."

One of the novel features introduced into the "New BLITZKRIEG" is the number and complexity of missions assigned to fighter aviation. These features are bound to accentuate the advantage of the more skillful player which is as it should be. After creating this intricate web of fighter missions with all kinds of strategic and tactical subtleties, the designers must have stood back, smiled and patted each other on the back. But when some bewildered novice asked how one could implement these in play by mail, they promptly failed. Once they recovered, they weakly suggested that pbm players do not employ fighters. Shame! This is a cop out. It isn't at all that difficult; the germsof the solution are in the "Old Blitzkrieg."

Fighters engage only in two missions, Interception and Escort:
1. Interception takes place only over the hex being attacked.
2. The maximum range of the intercepting aircraft to the intercepted hex is 12 movement factors.
3. Unescorted Bombers. Every 2 Interceptors (rounded down) attacking unescorted bombers destroys 1 bomber factor. Defender chooses the factors lost. The loss occurs before the bombing attack.
4. Escort. The attacker may choose to escort his bombers if he has fighters within range of the hex being attacked.
5. Interception of Escorted Bombers. The defender must at least match I to I the number of escorting fighters before the surplus interceptors can be assigned to attack the bombers as in 3 above.
6. At pbm for 1 to I fighter combat, both the defender and attacker lose 1 fighter factor. No stock, dice roll or additional letters required.
7. If the defender wishes to attack the escort at odds of 2 to 1 or greater, then he sends the attacker a postcard with stock and date and the results are obtained on the ACT table.
8. Interceptors may be scrambled against a vacated hex to avoid air to ground attack. If the attacker conducts no air operations that turn, Interceptors cannot be scrambled to avoid ground attack.
9. Air Transport or Staging between friendly cities cannot be intercepted. Paradopts more than 6 hexes from friendly ground units can be intercepted.
10. Air Interdiction is defined as in the old rules. Intercepting bombers may be escorted and intercepted.

The above rules will very rarely require any additional communications in a play by mail game. At the same time, it will permit play by mail opponents to employ fighters to refrain unlimited air operations.

The rules about air transport is to correct what I believe to be an error in the "New Rules." Interceptors on ground alert would never be able to respond fast enough to interfere with air operations behind enemy lines. It would require a patrol or fighter sweep to accidentally be at the right place at the right time. On the other hand, a paradrop deep (more than 6 hexes) behind your own lines might provide sufficient warning to be intercepted. Since Interdiction is combined with ground attack, it is assumed that the defender has sufficient warning to intercept if he so desires and has fighters available.

This writer feels that both fighters and bombers are desirable to create the desired level of strategic complexity. It is hoped that the above modifications will facilitate their employment at play by mail and perhaps some will prefer them across the board. If the optional fighter rules are not employed in the tournament game, the offensive capability of bombers is exaggerated. The above simplified fighter rules are a playable alternative to omitting the tournament version of BLITZKRIEG.

PBM PANZER LEADER
By Richard E. Fosco & Charles R. Woodfall

PANZER LEADER is fast becoming a very popular game, and no wonder, it is much improved over its "Sister Game" PANZERBLITZ. We have found that PANZER LEADER is playable by mail with some very minor rule changes, and using the existing charts and tables. The ideal pbm system should come as close to fit play as possible. We believe we have accomplished that.

To begin with, a 6 digit system is required. Tom Oleston presented such a system in the GENERAL, Vol. 11, No. 4, called the Hexagonal pbm Chart. Though this system is usable, it may not be convenient for everyone. In this article, Tom also referred to a dice roll sheet pioneered by AHIKS.

Although both systems have their uses, they seem to go about a very simple problem in a very involved manner. Getting a base 6 number from a standard base 10 number is a matter of simple division. Merely divide the sales-in-hundreds column of the stock in question by 6, using the remainder as your base 6 result. A remainder of 0 would be equal to 6. You can then play the game using its original charts without the nuisance of fooling with new tables which may change the percentages of hits.

We suggest the following sequence of play:
1. Write Indirect fire attacks for next turn.
2. List Opportunity fire attacks.
3. List Minefield attacks.
5. List D. F. attacks.
6. List Engineer functions (Bridge demolition, create block).
7. List Air attacks (Allied only).
8. List Overrun attacks.
10. List unit(s) wishing to enter stream hex and which hex.

PBM-INDIRECT FIRE

This is one of the best features of PANZER LEADER. It works quite well using "coin envelop"s. (Small envelopes available in any stationery store.) Write your I.F. orders for the next turn on a small piece of paper listing the firing unit(s), hex(s) fired at, and the spotting unit(s). Enclose in "coin" envelope and seal. Mark on the outside of the envelope the playing side, turn #, situation #, current date, and your name. Mail with your current turn. At this point your first question will be:
1. What's to keep the other guy from "peeking"?
   A. Send an I.F. envelope every turn, even if you do not plan to use it.
   B. Your opponent must send you back the I.F. envelope unopened if you do not call for I.F. on your next turn.
   C. Player receiving I.F. envelope should initial and date it.
2. What's to keep you from using a gun for Direct Fire on the turn you intended to use it as I.F.?
   A. Envelopes returned to you unopened, because you elected not to use I.F. should be mailed back to your opponent several turns later. (When the contents would not give away your strategy.) Mark it void. Each side can check up on the other to insure I.F. guns were not used. If it seems possible, the one who broke the rules should concede the game, or arrive at some other solution agreed to by both players.

If on your next turn you do list I.F. attacks, then your opponent need only open the envelope for that turn to verify it. If the spotting unit is no longer operational when I.F. is executed, then a subsequent stock from a list of "emergency" stocks will be used to determine the effect, as per Rule VII-C-8 (scatter chart). If fire is scattered, the next number will give the direction. If you're lucky enough to "hit" anything, the next number will give the result.

Admittedly, it is not a fool-proof system. It's possible for an opponent to open an envelope and then resel it. We're sure that with a little ingenuity anyone could devise his own safeguards against this. The ultimate aim is to try to play the game as close to fit play as possible, and use the rules as written.

OCCUPATIONAL FIRE

This is the best yet, the end of "Panzerbush." Though this is an optional rule, it is not as hard to use as one might think. Let's look at this problem with a little logic. First, set up a board and take several units of varying movement factors (M.F.). Put a gun on a hilltop (try a German 88). Note that units that have a small M.F. will have a difficult time moving their maximum distance without being in the LOS/LOF of enemy guns the required ¼ M.F. A unit with 7 M.F.'s ½ rounded down is only 1 M.F. We consider two road hexes equal 1 M.F. and use opportunity fire as follows:
1. The Opponent moving his units always gets the benefit of any doubt. If it looks like he could have moved from departure hex to destination hex via any route that would have kept him out of your LOS/LOF the required M.F.'s, then no opportunity fire should be called.
THE GENERAL

2. If it is clear that his move could not have kept him out of your LOS/LOF, then if you wish, blast away. In this case use the most direct route from departure to destination, and fire at the first hex that the unit became legal, or any hex thereafter, within your LOS/LOF.

It makes little difference what route the defender actually used to reach his destination, as long as there were no routes available that would have kept him out of your LOS/LOF. Surprisingly, there is usually little doubt about the route that was really used. In order to play this system by mail, it is a small concession to let the attacker choose the fired upon hex. You can be sure that both players will use a lot more caution. (See examples)

AIR ATTACKS

Air attacks are very easy to pbm. The only requirement is breaking up the Allied turn into phases. Do all the steps in your Order of Attack sheet, including moving aircraft adjacent to targets, list the type of air attack, and mail your turn. (No need at this time to mail stocks). German player can now make his anti-aircraft attacks. When the results are known by the Allied player, he can complete the rest of his turn, and at this time send in the necessary stocks to resolve his complete turn. The only drawback is the turns will take longer to play, and it will use up a lot more stamps. Using the L-5 for spotting should be no problem at all.

AMPHIBIOUS LANDINGS

In order to pbm the two situations depicting Allied landings in Normandy, we propose the following changes to the ftt rules.

1. Rule XI-A-2: Allied player must make a landing on first turn of game, and can then make subsequent landings at any time he chooses.
2. Rule XI-D-4: The survival of the DD Tanks to be determined in the initial set-up. The Allied player then can use the remaining units in any landing(s) he chooses.

The above changes will make pbm more manageable. The changes seem to favor the Allies, but there is some compensation for the Germans. The first turn N.A.S.P. fire directed at the ftt(s) will not know what units are in them, if any. The following format explains how to play these situations by mail. The key is a letter exchange date (L.E.D.), a common date for both players to mail their letters.

1. GERMAN PLAYER
   A. Sets up and sends location of Blocks, Mines, and Forts.
   B. List two stocks to determine outcome of Allied DD Tanks. (Closing date a few days before item C).
   C. Sets up first L.E.D. (Letter Exchange Date).

2. ON FIRST L.E.D.

ALLIED PLAYER

A. Sends co-ordinate of the initial hex for each of his units. (Do not identify units at this time).
B. Send two coin envelopes containing N.A.S.P. I.F. for turns 2 and 3.
C. List NASP D.F. for this turn.
D. List stocks to resolve outcome. (Date a few days after mailed).

GERMAN PLAYER

A. List location of the rest of his units.
B. Set up next L.E.D.

Note 1—This is Allied player's first turn. He has fired at German fort(s), using his first turn NASP and has sent his I.F. for the next two turns. When letters cross in the mail, he will know the location of the rest of the German units. German player will know which sea hexes are occupied, and the next LED will be set up.

3. ON SECOND LED

ALLIED PLAYER

A. List Indentification of units in sea hexes.
B. If Allied player intends to make a second landing at this time, he will set up the next LED, and advise which sea hexes will be occupied. Send I.F. envelope.

GERMAN PLAYER

A. List DF at sea hexes.
B. Send his I.F. envelope for turn #2.
C. After making his moves (if any), list their location.
D. Send stocks and closing date to resolve attacks.

Note 2—This is German player's first turn. He has now fired at sea hexes, not knowing identification of units until letters cross in the mail. He will know if a second landing is planned if he gets a LED from the Allied player. If Allied player not planning another landing at this time, he will send his next turn moves after this LED. If Allied player is making another landing then the third LED will be the same as the second. Both sides will now exchange normal IF envelopes for the next turn. Allied player will always send his NASP envelope for two turns in advance. We have started using these rules, and so far they are working out quite well. Doubtless they could be improved upon. We welcome any better solutions. PANZER LEADER is too good not to have a pbm system.

EXAMPLES OF OPPORTUNITY FIRE

EXAMPLE A: German 88 on hilltop hex D-7.

Allied halftrack on hex D-N-8.

Halftrack moves to hex D-S-7.

The halftrack cannot move to that hex without being in the 88's LOS/LOF the required 2 M.F.'s. Assume the halftrack took the direct route and fire at any of the following hexes: P-8, Q-7, R-7, R-8.

What if a halftrack dropped off a passenger at hex S-7, then moves into Nece? It could still be fired at in any of the above listed hexes while carrying its passenger.

Suppose these are stacked in hex D-N-8, and each one moves to a different hex, or that several units in the woods near hex N-8 joined together as a stack at hex D-S-7? In either case, only one of the units could be fired at, as it would be considered that each unit moved independently. If units start and end stacked, then the whole stack could be fired upon. If units start as a large stack, and split up into two small stacks, then either small stack could be fired upon.

EXAMPLE B: The same halftrack this time moves to Nece (D-S-3). There is little doubt about the route taken. The unit would have been in your LOS/LOF at Q-3 or R-4.

EXAMPLE C: German 88 on hilltop hex D-1-6.

Allied halftrack in Merden D-C-7.

Halftrack moves to D-N-3.

The unit could have made this move out of LOS/LOF. But if it went to Nece, it would have to use the road out of Merden, thus entering your LOS/LOF twice, once at H-6, and again at R-4.

If it were a truck, it could have used the road to Nece, and never been in your LOS/LOF the required number of Movement Factors (M.F.'s).

EXAMPLE D: German 88 on hilltop hex Y-7.

Allied halftrack in Nece.

If Allied unit moves down road to Arrain, the 88 cannot fire because hex Y-6 would block its LOS/LOF. If the Allied unit in the town of Nece had only 7 M.F.'s, then the 88 could fire at it at V-4.

PBM THIRD REICH

By Dean Miller

For those of us who believe that pbm is the only way to wargame, the arrival of a new title is always a time of anxiety, and challenge. Can it be played by mail? Since nearly every game can, the secondary question is really the ones asked at this point: (1) In how much time; and (2) how complex a system is required. As games have become more complicated, particularly as they have come to involve multiple step turns, the difficulty of playing them by mail has increased. Correspondingly, the desirability of actually beginning such a game has diminished. For one thing, you must be very careful in selecting opponents—frankly, a goodly percentage of the persons who place or answer "Opponent Wanted" ads in this magazine are either incapable or unwilling to cope with a complicated system. For another, the paperwork can be enormous—ask about my pbm Jutland system.
sometime. In these circumstances, a game must have a high degree of appeal in order to make it worth the effort for me. A notable example of such a game, in my opinion, is THIRD REICH. This game has two things going for it. First, it covers an era, and is on such a scale, as to be of great appeal to most gamers. The popularity of this game and World War II show this. Second, THIRD REICH followed another game on this subject, WORLD WAR II, which had already met the expectations of the gaming public and then proved to be subject to serious flaws. At this point THIRD REICH came along, showed itself to be better designed and thought through, and looked very good in comparison. This advantage, coupled with the Avalon Hill practice of supporting its games with a continuing source of interpretations, articles and opponents over the years, rather than abandoning them to as quick an obsolescence as the market will tolerate, has helped to made THIRD REICH a very welcome addition to the field, and in the process, a game which is well worth the effort to play by mail.

The system which I have devised and playtested does not permit play in precisely an identical fashion as a face to face game. To do so would string out a game over a prohibitive long time period. However, I believe that the corrections necessary to permit a game by mail do not change the essential nature of the game, and most of them make for better realism. Primarily, they have the effect of forcing the defender to decide in advance which hexes he will allocate his air factors to defend (anticipating also the possibility of exploitation attacks). In addition, the defender must similarly decide how many of his naval units he will use to attempt to intercept Transport or Sea Bombardment missions which his opponent might make. If he guesses wrong, he is stuck with his decision, and cannot change these allocations if it develops that his opponent attacks other hexes or performs naval missions not anticipated by him. Neither can he send additional air units to a hex under attack. The severity of this system is mitigated somewhat by the companion feature of this system which permits a player to use air or sea units which had been designated by him to provide defense or intercep- tions, but which did not come into play because his opponent did not attack or attempt the anticipated moves. Here's how my system works, step by step:

1. Allied player deploys his units, and mails to opponent, indicating:
   a. which of his units will have defensive air support, how much, and from which air units;
   b. which fleet units will attempt to conduct intercep tions of Transport, Missions, and of Shore Bombardments;
   c. which counters are to be removed in the event of attrition (listing in order desired up to the maximum possible.)
2. Axis player indicates deployment, and lists options chosen for each front, noting BRP's used.
3. Axis player lists moves. If interception of naval missions is possible, he lists two stocks for the necessary die roll. Interception will always be attempted at the hex closest to the base of the nearest naval unit so attempting, unless the Allied player has otherwise specified; the path of naval missions must always be direct between the ports involved.
4. Axis player lists attrition factors for fronts on which he has elected this option, and a stock for each such front.
5. Axis player lists attacks, setting forth attackers, defenders, air intercisions, air support, odds and a stock for each attack. If participating units are contingent upon outcome of interception attempts by opponent, he lists odds in the alternative. He also indicates units to be exchanged and advanced after combat.
6. Axis player selects stock date and 10 extra stocks. The extras are for use in resolution of battles involving units in play in the Mar-Apr. The player then mails steps 2 through 6 to opponent before stock date.
7. Axis player resolves interceptions, attrition and attacks.
8. Axis player selects hexes to be occupied under attrition results. (Allied player may pick hex to retreat to at start of his turn.)
9. Axis player moves mechanized units under exploitation, and lists exploitation attacks with stocks and date as in steps 5 and 6 above.
10. Axis player indicates for opponent's phase which units will have defensive air support; which fleet units will attempt interceptions; and which counters are to be removed in case of attrition, as did Allied player in step 1 above.
11. Axis player creates new units, noting BRP's spent, lists his Strategic Redeployment moves, and mails to his opponent before stock date.
12. Allied player resolves exploitation attacks, and repeats steps 2 through 11.
13. Allied player computes BRP's by both sides at end of turn. If he is to be first phasing player on next turn, he requests opponent to indicate step 1 information along with results of exploitation combat; otherwise, he includes this information with his mailing.
14. Axis player resolves Allied exploitation attacks; and either performs step 1 or steps 2 through 11, depending upon BRP count.
15. The forgoing process is repeated until the game is concluded.

Conversion of stock results to 6 digits can be accomplished through Hexagonal pm CRT set forth by Tom Oleson in the Nov-Dec 1974 General. However, I prefer the much simpler and equally random "divide by 6" method, which I find is used by a large number of wargamers. Under this method you will divide in hundreds figure for the designated stock, divide by 6, and use the remainder as the die roll. If the remainder is 0, the result is a 6. Thus if the sales in hundreds figure is 742, the die roll is 4; if it is 666, the die roll is a 6. You can also use Oleson's grid system for identifying hexes in the Murmansk convoy box. In the usual manner. For example, the Allied player can verify the number and type of units his opponent had in the Murmansk convoy box. In code. At the time the inverted counters must be revealed, the players supply their opponents with the keys to their codes, and convoy attrition or strategic warfare is decided in the usual manner. For example, the Allied player wishing to SR BRPs to Russia via convoy so indicates with his step 11 of his move, including a stock and date. The German then resolves convoy attrition, and includes the results with his next move, including the key to his code so the Allied player can verify the number and type of units his opponent had in the Murmansk convoy box.

For strategic warfare, the player having the last move for a year would indicate his own, and request his opponent's strategic warfare counters, including the keys to the appropriate codes with his step 11. The player wishing to SR BRPs to Russia via convoy so indicates with his step 11 of his move, including a stock and date. The German then resolves convoy attrition, and includes the results with his next move, including the key to his code so the Allied player can verify the number and type of units his opponent had in the Murmansk convoy box.

This process requires that keys to codes used be changed frequently, a not unrealistic necessity. It is also desirable to use different ones for strategic warfare and Murmansk convoy designations, as one can only make the general point that one may need to be revealed before the other is.

I encourage my opponents to endeavor to figure out
THE GENERAL

3-D PANZERBLITZ

A Boardgame for Miniaturists

By Richard L. Borczak

From the time a friend of mine introduced me to the jewel-like quality of GHQ Micro-armour as designed and produced by Greg Scott of Minneapolis, Minnesota, I wanted to build a miniature wargame table that would be small enough to be set up in a minute and would store away when not in use. I wanted to use it in the same way boardgames are used by wargamers. Avalon Hill's PANZERBLITZ seems like a ready made game that could be used with Micro-armour to replace counters. But this had serious shortcomings as the AFV's looked out of place on the flat two-dimensional terrain of the board. Yet, the PANZERBLITZ game offered ready made scenery, a map, and rules that would keep a wargamer quite active.

I decided to build a three-dimensional, double size version of the gameboard. The first step was to double the dimensions of each board to 16 inches by 44 inches. Assembled as in one of the situations given in the game rules, the table top size is only 48 inches by 44 inches which does not take up too much room and fits easily into apartment living. The individual boards can be stored behind a door, in a closet, or under a bed.

There was a question in the beginning of selecting a material which was easy to work with, would be light enough to handle easily, and would be cheap. I chose one-half inch styrofoam insulation material which is available in two by four foot sections and can be purchased in most stores that handle building materials. I got mine at K-Mart. It is easily cut and sanded. It can be glued together to form hills and can be painted. The styrofoam was glued to ½ inch hardboard (or ½ inch plywood or even two of the ½ inch styrofoam sheets can be glued together) with white glue such as Elmer's Glue. Each 16 inch by 44 inch board was then laid out with gullies and hills by taking measurements from two adjacent sides of the PANZERBLITZ board to a "point" on the map, multiplying the dimension obtained by two and then transferring the "point" on the styrofoam board. When enough "points" were located on the styrofoam board, I connected them with a marker thus giving a double size copy of each board except for the roads which will be plotted later after the boards are painted. I had to make certain that where gullies came to the edges of the boards, they match all boards when they are joined together in different situations.

With an X-acto knife, I cut the gullies making them about a half inch wide. I tapered the banks another half inch on each side. This was quite easy as I did not have to worry about any bad cuts at this time since the banks had to be smoothed and rounded off at the edges by sanding and using a commercial patching plaster from a can or powder mix. I needed the plaster mix to fill in the bottom of the gullies and to shape the sides of the hills. An alternate method to form gullies would be to wrap plaster around a half inch dowel and then sanding the gullies into the styrofoam.

I then located the hills and ridges on the styrofoam boards in the same manner I used to locate the gullies. I measured across the lengths and widths of each hill and ridge, doubled the dimension obtained, and then drew them on a sheet of half inch styrofoam. I then cut them out to the shape shown, including the slopes. The edges were tapered by cutting and sanding, leaving a flat surface to the hills that show a flat surface on the PANZERBLITZ boards. One or two of the larger hills were made by using two thicknesses of styrofoam glued together to give height.

Here again I used the plaster mix to ease the slopes so that the Micro-armour AFV's can traverse them. Although I don't believe it is necessary to be exact in making up the hills and ridges, I did strive to duplicate all the salient features of the PANZERBLITZ gameboards so that the "feel" of the PANZERBLITZ game board would be carried over into the Micro-armour battles.

After I was satisfied that the gullies and hills were smooth enough after using the plaster mix, I painted the three boards with a green latex interior paint using a fairly large paint brush. The slopes can be painted a brown color to match the PANZERBLITZ gameboards or left green which would be more realistic.

The next step was to locate the roads. Once again I had to take measurements from each PANZERBLITZ board to locate road junctions, turns, bends, and road terminations. Measurements had to be taken in the same manner as described earlier for the gully locations. As before, these dimensions were doubled and then located on the painted styrofoam boards. I used a half inch wide brush to paint in the roads using a light earth color. Any errors that I made were quickly corrected by overpainting again in green.

With the roads painted on, the double sized PANZERBLITZ boards began to look like a wargame table. The boards were then placed against each other in all the different combinations to make certain that the roads were continuous across the board edges. Using the green and tan paint, I could have made corrections had they been needed. At this time I had to decide on whether the trees and forests would have to be removable for storage. If the "woods" were to be removable, the trees could have been mounted on cardboard, plastic sheet, or balsa wood stands that were cut to the area and shape of the forests on the PANZERBLITZ boards. Remember that the dimensions for the forest areas are doubled for length and width.

Different materials can be used for trees. I bought a couple of yards of two different colored fringe material that looks like half inch balls attached by thread to a ribbon which I found in a fabric store. After cutting them from the ribbon, I drove a brown wall paneling finish nail through the ball and then inserted the "tree" into the styrofoam forming woods or forests. Other trees were made by purchasing plastic flowers and greens from a plastic
flower department of a store and then removing certain appropriate leaves from the stems. I inserted the same type brown nails through three to five of these leaves to form trees and then pressed them into the styrofoam boards.

Some model railroad scenic supplies especially in "N" gauge can be used such as KIBRI #7290 trees which are about 1/2 to two inches tall. Lichen can be purchased in a hobby store, cut and shaped into trees, and glued to these same brown nails. It comes in various colors and this should enhance the appearance of the forests.

With the gullies, hills, roads, and woods located, the rest was easy. PANZERBLITZ towns become villages made up from Monopoly houses and hotels. These were painted various colors. Additional buildings could be made from a variety of balsa wood sizes that are available in all hobby stores. Triangular shaped balsa wood lengths could be cut to form roof sections with other rectangular sizes forming the buildings themselves. I also understand that there will be some roads and the rest was easy. PANZERBLITZ towns become villages made up from Monopoly houses and hotels. These were painted various colors. Additional buildings could be made from a variety of balsa wood sizes that are available in all hobby stores. Triangular shaped balsa wood lengths could be cut to form roof sections with other rectangular sizes forming the buildings themselves. I also understand that there will be some roads made from a variety of balsa wood sizes that are available in all hobby stores. Triangular shaped balsa wood lengths could be cut to form roof sections with other rectangular sizes forming the buildings themselves. I also understand that there will be some roads.

The houses were cemented directly to the boards after I located the sites of the villages. The areas were doubled, of course, and the houses were arranged along the intersections of roads allowing enough spaces between them to allow AFV's to drive through them or to hold up in them for added protection as in the PANZERBLITZ game.

The Monopoly houses could have been cemented to cardboard or plastic bases that could be cut to the size and area of each town so that they could be removable for storage or even for replacement of a war damaged town with ruins.

The bottom of the gullies were painted with a 1/4 inch line of blue paint to represent water. A few bridges were needed and I vacuum formed them so that they were removable. Damaged ones were also formed and they are used to replace bridges that are destroyed.

I now have a double size, three dimensional PANZERBLITZ game with the same roads, gullies, hills, woods, and villages as on the Avalon Hill gameboard. I then used my Micro-armour to fight battles using the PANZERBLITZ rules, just doubling all the movement and fire ranges. A range stick was made out of quarter inch dowel by marking on it 1.6 inch segments. Each segment is equal to each hex in the game. A movement range of eight hexes will equal a movement of eight 1.6 inch segments on the range stick. The GHQ German infantry was mounted on stands, three figures for a German platoon and six figures for a Russian company. The Russian figures were painted Khaki and the Germans were painted gray. If someone did not want to bother with the effort of mounting figures in 1/285 scale, they could use the PANZERBLITZ counters for infantry and heavy weapons units. The excellent C in C Soft Metal Castings Company now has a 75MM anti-tank gun available which can be used for Russian 76MM anti-tank guns. There are two GHQ tanks that can be used for transport. Most all of the AFV's needed are made by both companies. I am told that many new items including 2 1/2 ton transport trucks will be available soon.

After awhile I found that I could use other World War II rules with the PANZERBLITZ game situations as given in the game. In my opinion, the best set of World War II rules published are those written by Arnold Hendricks of the New England Wargames Association and they are titled "1944. They allow for a fast moving game and give one a feeling of tactical command as in the PANZERBLITZ rules.

Regardless of whose rules you use, the PANZERBLITZ situations can be used to give a wide variety of actions. Now you can set up a three dimensional wargame "table" for use with three dimensional armor as easily as opening up a PANZERBLITZ game box and setting up the gameboards. Every time THE GENERAL has a PANZERBLITZ variant, you can use it on the three dimensional boards. The 44" by 48" area (or the 16" by 132" area) will give more gaming area using Micro-armour than a 9 foot by 12 foot table using 1/76 or 1/87 scale armour. It is easier to accept that 10 inches equals 1,000 meters in 1/285 scale than 10 inches equals 1,000 meters in 1/76 or 1/87 scale. There is an impression of space between vehicles which allows for more tactical movement. Try it and you will see.

How do you store the three dimensional PANZERBLITZ boards? If the trees are not mounted permanently to the boards, but are mounted on removable bases as mentioned earlier, the boards can be stored vertically in a closet. However, I built a storage cabinet out of a four by eight sheet of 1/8 inch plywood. Four shelves 48 inches long by 18 inches deep were cut and nailed between two sides 15 inches high by 18 inches deep, allowing just over four inches clearance between shelves. A thin sheet of hardboard 49 inches long by 15 inches high was nailed to the back to give the cabinet rigidity. The four inches clearance between shelves is just enough to allow the three gameboards to be slid into the cabinet without damaging the trees.

And that's how I was able to give another dimension to one of the most popular boardgames ever designed. PANZERBLITZ is so close to being a miniature wargame, it did not take too much effort to make it one.

To show the possibilities of using Micro-armour on the three dimensional PANZERBLITZ boards, I have set up some of the situations pictured in the SERIES REPLAY-PANZERBLITZ described and commented upon by the participants, Richard Plock and Robert Livermore. This display appeared in the May-June 1974, Vol. 11 No. 1 issue of the...
GENERAL. The diagrams showing the different game turns from first through ninth and tenth turns appeared on pages 21 through 27. The game situation No. 6 required that the double size gameboards be set up lengthwise measuring 16 inches by 132 inches. Each of the units identified in the game is represented by a Micro-armour AFV or stand with figures except where it is a transport unit with another unit inside or on top of it such as infantry carrying tanks. A separate notation is kept as to which units are being transported. In the future a number of Russian tanks will have some figures attached to them and they will be used when the situation calls for their use. Some artillery and anti-tank guns will be mounted on stands with a towing unit as well as being mounted separately with a crew in firing position. Halftracks and APC vehicles will have figures cemented inside them so that they can be substituted when they are used as a carrier. Enclosed trucks do cause a problem at this time and a separate record must be kept when they are used to transport units as in this game situation. Because GHQ artillery and AFV's usually come packed five to a box, you will find that you will have enough pieces to mount some in a towed position and others set up in a firing position. A few guns can be mounted in a fortified or entrenched position and then placed on the board when called for. The reasonable cost of $285 Micro-armour allows one to use this approach so that each three dimensional piece becomes a game counter.

Another acquisition of almost equal significance is that of ALESIA. First published in amateur form in 1970 by Dr. Robert Bradley, ALESIA is a wargamer's wargame. Only 200 copies of this classic game were ever produced before the designer lost himself in doctoral studies but it was enough to earn it the reputation as the best 'amateur' game of all time. It too received unprecedented kudos from S & T and all other gaming journals fortunate enough to gain access to its mimeographed rules, cut-out counters, and blue print, un-mounted playing board. Set in 51 B.C., the game pits Julius Caesar and 12 Roman legions versus the Gallic leader Vercingetorix and 350,000 Gauls. That, in itself, would not be all that impressive were it not for the unique situation these forces found themselves in. Vercingetorix and 100,000 Gauls were besieged in the town of Alesia. Caesar, realizing that Gallic reinforcements were due before he could take the town, invested it, erecting an amazing string of fortifications around the town-facing in both directions. When the relieving Gauls arrived, Caesar found himself outnumbered 6-1 manning the rings of a giant tactical "donut." It is a game of siege and assault which is not to be believed and not to be missed by anyone—be he an admiral or detractor of the ancient period. Dr. Bradley is an archeologist who helped excavate the actual battlefield. The historical accuracy and realism of this game is topped only by the excitement generated by its play. Don Greenwood is in charge of the Avalon Hill development and will upgrade the game system slightly by injecting design innovations created since Dr. Bradley's original efforts. Like KINGMAKER, ALESIA will be an instant success—it is already a fine game.

These are not the only designers being cultivated. You'll be seeing the work of others in the near future but we'll delay their debut on the AH stage for a more suitable time. Suffice it to say that we are endeavoring to bring you the highest quality games possible without the assembly line drawbacks of an increased rate of production.

---

Fig. II. Road bends, intersections, and junctions are plotted by measuring the gameboard. The road intersection in town is obtained by taking measurements A and A'. The "Y" of the gully measurement is obtained by taking distances B and B'. This is done for many points, where the gullies or roads change direction. The dimension thus obtained, is doubled and plotted on the new double size styrofoam boards.

Fig. III. The dimensions obtained to locate "points" on the Panzerblitz mapboard are doubled and then plotted on the styrofoam board. Dimensions A and A' are located to find road intersections in town. The gully "Y" is located in the same manner by using dimensions B and B' obtained from mapboard and then plotted on styrofoam board. Many other "points" are obtained by measuring from adjacent map board sides and transferring them to styrofoam boards after doubling these dimensions. For example, the upper most bend of the left gully would be plotted as well as the extreme left terminus of the gully would be plotted. These two "points" and the "Y" juncture "point" would give you enough points to draw in the gully. The more "points" you can plot, the more exact will be your gameboard and thus preserve the flavor of the PANZERBLITZ game.
Back to Nuts and Bolts

No article on a game like Midway can ever do the game the justice it deserves. So please allow me to be bold enough to place a demand on the reader: be creative. Playing the game of Midway almost demands you shrug off the shackles of ordinary moves, and play like a wild man. I can honestly say that this is what fascinates me so much about the game. It's never dull, and I generally love to see how much I can get away with.

So why write an article at all, especially after the rather thorough "Midway Thesis" (Vol. 9, No. 4) and a couple replay games? To be both paradoxical and apologetic: it helps creativity to get the "nuts and bolts" down. It frees up your game, makes it less of a mechanical exercise.

There are no pat answers to this game. Even on the tactical end it is dangerous to wax dogmatic: so take what you like and use it, take what you don't and throw it out.

OPENING JAPANESE MOVEMENT STRATEGY

In my earlier article, I tried to indicate the importance of joining the CruDiv 7 (Mogami et al) with the CVSF (the four carriers). Of course, that raises some questions. Where should the Japanese fleet start to evade detection? Should the CVSF hang on the edge or move out and then back to rendezvous with the CruDiv 7? What search patterns are available to the American? And how does the "suicide strategy" I've harped on in the past fit in to the whole picture? And finally, exactly how risky is the suicide strategy?

The American will usually steam down the middle of the board (row 4), and west as quickly as possible. His other option is to hang back and wait for the Atago, but this has certain problems that I'll get into later. Right now we'll assume the American wants blood and wants it quickly. This middle of the board course will allow the American to quickly switch to either the north or the south, depending upon where he finds the Japanese.

The American initial search patterns will give us the "answer" as to where to start the Japanese CVSF fleet, in as much as an answer can be found. The American has six basic search options: north (A1-4), south (A4-7), extremes (A1-2-6-7), center-north (A2-5), center-south (A3-6), and random (any not included above). The random option is the only obviously foolish option—for if you don't find the CVSF on the first try, you will be extremely lucky if you find him later.

Out of the five remaining options, row 4 appears four times, and both row 1 and row 7 appear only twice. So, let us just say that it would not be wise to choose the CVSF in row 4, and that the Japanese player will commit himself either to the north of the board or to the south, with row 4 being the divider.

The north or south search patterns are obvious American, and when done correctly also yield the best odds of finding the CVSF. To elaborate, say the American uses a southern search and the CVSF is really in the north (or vice versa, but this discussion will still be applicable). The Japanese player should have his fleet on row 4, as is in fact, in case he is found so that he'll have the ability to escape into any of six adjacent areas on the next turn. Anywhere else lets the American find you at 0700 if he finds you at 0500. If you choose A1, place the fleet at A11. If you are found at 0500 you will be found at 0700 no matter where you run (this is true of A1 and A7). However, on the 0700 turn the CVSF can move to a sea zone which allows escape by the 0900 turn.

For optimum results if the American does not find the CVSF on the 0500 turn, he should then call A3-4 and B3-4 on the 0700 turn (assuming the initial southern search of A4-7). This gives a 50% chance of finding the CVSF as there are eight possible areas for it to hide. If no luck, you have narrowed the Japanese down to at least the northern approach, and you will be able to send your fleet in that general direction. You also have a 44% chance of finding the CVSF on the 0900 turn.

The extreme search (A1-2, 6-7) is extremely risky in terms of finding the Japanese. It's almost necessary to find the CVSF on the 0500 turn. Assuming the Japanese player will stay out of A4 (it's a very good spot), if he starts in A3 or A5 he will be very difficult to find on the 0700 turn. If the American thinks perhaps the CVSF is in A3, he can search either A2-5 (assuming he stays close to the edge) or B2-5 (assuming he moves out). Likewise, for suspected A5, the American options are A3-6 or B3-6. In terms of likelihood in finding him on the 0700 turn, it's a 40% chance: hope you can guess well. But the search is always good to keep in mind against opponents who repeatedly hide in the corners.

The center search (north or south) is a rather unique concept, and not often seen. For example, you suspect the CVSF is in the south, so you search A3-6. This covers the middle and A3 in the 0500 turn. If you don't find anything on 0500, then you search A6-7 and B6-7. Thus, if the CVSF started in A7 you will be assured of finding him on the 0700 search. The same type of pattern is used in the northern search. I personally feel this type of search to be a good alternative for the American.

You find a player by searching along his expected path of movement. This is difficult in terms of finding the American, who may have no path of movement, but we may generally assume the Japanese player to be headed for Midway, so his general direction is delineated by the victory conditions.

You lose yourself "in the mists" by moving where not expected. This can be in the form of delaying your movement for a turn so your opponent searches the area ahead of you. Losing a single turn is better than losing a number of ships. However, you can get extreme in trading off time for stealth, as in the Berger strategy (which I will discuss shortly). Another search avoiding tactic is to move into an area already searched in the previous turn, which usually works unless your opponent uses overlapping searches. It would be well worth your time to consider the patterns which your opponent seems to use in order to avoid them.

NOTES ON THE "SUICIDE TACTIC"

The suicide tactic, which engenders a certain amount of risk, consists in the American finding the CVSF sometime before CruDiv 7 joins it, and attacking at extreme range, sacrificing his aircraft in order to strike a decisive blow. It can fail with bad luck, but it gives the American a strategic threat early in the game.

Assuming the American steams west without delay, and the 0700 Japanese move is in the B column, then the attack is feasible. At 0900, it is feasible anywhere but the two rows in column A that are closest to the west edge of the board. On the 1100 turn the American can hit anyplace on the board, and it's important that the CVSF "loses itself" on this turn. Assuming the CVSF and CruDiv 7 join on 1500 (earliest possible), it's not worth it on 1500 and after. But if the attack comes off the American used to steam off the board, unharmed.

Only AH has changed that. The new rule on leaving the board forces the American to wait around until his fleet is attacked. This makes the suicide strategy more risky than in the past (almost untenable, in fact) because the American has to gain enough points to offset damage to his fleet as well as offset the fall of Midway itself.

But how should we define "fleet"? Is leaving the Atlanta behind on Midway Island sufficient, or must it consist of all the American ships? And if it must be more, does this not put a strategic crimp on the American player who must now...
**Indian Army**

```
\[ \begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{4} & \text{4} & \text{4} & \text{4} & \text{4} & \text{4} \\
\text{5-3-1} & \text{5-3-1} & \text{4-2-1} & \text{4-2-1} & \text{4-2-1} & \text{3-2-1} \\
\text{4} & \text{2} & \text{2} & \text{2} & \text{2} & \text{2} \\
\text{3-2-1} & \text{2-1-0} & \text{2-1-0} & \text{2-1-0} & \text{2-1-0} & \text{2-1-0} \\
\text{4} & \text{2} & \text{2} & \text{2} & \text{2} & \text{2} \\
\text{4-2-1} & \text{3-1-0} & \text{3-1-0} & \text{3-1-0} & \text{3-1-0} & \text{3-1-0} \\
\text{4} & \text{3} & \text{3} & \text{3} & \text{3} & \text{3} \\
\text{3-1-0} & \text{3-1-0} & \text{3-1-0} & \text{3-1-0} & \text{3-1-0} & \text{3-1-0} \\
\text{4} & \text{2} & \text{2} & \text{2} & \text{2} & \text{2} \\
\text{4-2-1} & \text{4-2-1} & \text{4-2-1} & \text{4-2-1} & \text{4-2-1} & \text{4-2-1} \\
\end{array} \]
```

**Alexander’s Army**

```
\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{1} & \text{2} & \text{5} \\
\text{8-4-2} & \text{8-4-2} & \text{8-4-2} & \text{8-4-2} \\
\text{8-4-2} & \text{8-4-2} & \text{8-4-2} & \text{8-4-2} \\
\end{array} \]
```

**STALINGRAD**

```
\[ \begin{array}{ccc}
\text{6-9-6} & \text{6-9-6} & \text{6-9-6} \\
\text{6-9-6} & \text{6-9-6} & \text{6-9-6} \\
\text{6-9-6} & \text{6-9-6} & \text{6-9-6} \\
\end{array} \]
```

**PBM EQUIPMENT**

Tired of playing solitaire or humiliating the same opponent day after day? You may be good in your game room but what can you do against a good player from another part of the country? There's only one way to find out - play them by mail! PBM is an easy-to-learn and convenient-to-use system of playing fellow gamers across the nation. A special CRT and combat resolution system makes it impossible to cheat! PBM is an entirely different experience from face-to-face play. It has made better gamers of many who have tried it, and all those who have mastered it. PBM is the only way to participate in the many national tournaments held regularly for Avalon Hill games.

Each kit sells for $4.50 postpaid and includes enough materials to play virtually dozens of games, including addendum sheets which list official grid-coordinates for those games not already possessing them and special charts and CRT's for postal play. Kits are available for the following games:

- **AFRIKA KORPS**
- **BLITZKRIEG**
- **BULGE**
- **D-DAY**
- **GETTYSBURG**
- **KRIEGSPIEL**
- **LUFTWAFFE**
- **PANZERBLITZ**
- **STALINGRAD**
- **WATERLOO**

The new WATERLOO rules are now available from the Parts Dept. for $1.25. While the game remains essentially the same, changes to river and forest rules affecting movement will probably alter play balance considerably in favor of the French player. The old battle manual is incorporated into the new rules as are directions for printing grid coordinates on the board. Numerous small changes were made which are too lengthy to go into here but consist primarily of removing ambiguities from the old rules. Do not expect to find the new rules in a recently purchased WATERLOO game as it will probably take a year to exhaust current stocks of already assembled games. The new rules will be available only from the Parts Dept. for the time being. This price will probably increase after June 30th to cover the expense of our redesign effort.

**SHIPPING**

a) If you live in USA, double the USA amounts. Payment must be made in US funds, drawn on a US bank.

- Up to $1.00, add .25
- From $1.01 to $3.00, add .50
- From $3.01 to $7.00, add .75
- From $7.01 to $15.00, add 1.00
- $15.01 and up, add 1.40

b) If you live in Canada or Mexico, double the USA amounts. Payment must be made in US funds, drawn on a US bank.

c) If you live overseas, triple the USA amounts (overages are refunded). Payment must be made in US funds drawn on a US bank.

d) For APO and FPO addresses, add the USA amounts and check here □ for SAM (Space Available Mail); or add USA amounts plus $1.00 and check here □ for PAL (Parcel Air Lift).

e) THE GENERAL USA sub, postage FREE:
- Canada, Mexico add $3.00; Overseas add $5.50.
- Consult (a,b,c,d) for Back-issue postage.

**The AVALON HILL Game Company**

4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, Md. 21214 (301) 254-5300
Playing Aid

France
1939 Campaign
BRP: 85
Growth Rate: 30%
Duration: Fall, 1939—Summer, 1942
Fall, 1939—Summer, 1945
Situation: France, Britain and Poland at war with Germany, Italy and Russia are neutral.
Order of Deployment: Poland, Italy, France, Britain, Russia, Germany
Deployment Limits: At least: **
one 2-3 Inf in Morocco, Tunisia or Algeria
one 2-3 Inf in Lebanon-Syria
Control: Corsica, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Lebanon-Syria.
Coalition Victory Conditions:
Stalemate: Axis 24 Allies 14
Marginal Victory: Axis 25 Allies 15
Tactical Victory: Axis 26 Allies 16
Decisive Victory: Axis 27 Allies 17
*Campaign Game: See 9.7

1939 & Campaign Game Force Pool:
At Start:

Allowable Builds:

** See Anglo-French Cooperation rules—6.3.

INSTRUCTIONS:

READER BUYER'S GUIDE $8.00

TITLE: JUTLAND
'Miniatures' Portrayal of Classic WWI Naval Battle

READER BUYER'S GUIDE $5.00

TITLE: TACTICS II
Fictional War between two modern countries

READER BUYER'S GUIDE $10

TITLE: ORIGINS WWII
Multi-player game of diplomacy set in pre-war Europe
ORDER OF BATTLE
(to be used with Command Control optional rule.)

CONFEDERATE

ARMY

I CORPS

ANDERSON

McLAWS

ALEXANDER

II CORPS

A. P. HILL

RODES

EARLY

COLSTON

NELSON

STUART

W. H. F. Lee

BECKHAM

Mahone

Kershaw

O'Neal

Gordon

Paxton

CUTT

McINTOSH

Hoke

Jones

McGowan

Doles

Smith

Warren

Lane

Iversen

Colquitt

Hays

Nicholls

Walker

Carter

Andrews

Jones

Wright

Barksdale

Ramsour

Archibald

Thomas


UNION

ARMY

I CORPS

WADSWORTH

HANCOCK

GRIFFIN

BROOKS

DEVENS

WILLIAMS

Pleasanton

RESERVE

FONTOON BRIDGE

II CORPS

ROBINSON

GIBBON

SYKES

HOWE

STEINWEHR

GEARY

AVERELL

RESERVE

ASSAULT BOAT

DOUBLEDAY

FRENCH

WHIPPLE

NEWTON

SHURZ

GREGG

BUFORD

MORRIS

VIC

IC

XIC

CAV

CAV
Opponent Wanted

1. Wantads will be accepted only when printed on this form.
2. For Sale, Trade, or WANTED ads will be accepted only when they are dealing with collector's items (games and Manuals are no longer available from AF) and are accompanied by a token $25.00.
3. Insert copy where required on letterhead and print name, address, and phone number where provided.
4. Neatness counts! If illegible your ad will not be accepted.
5. Ads will be accepted only on forms from the preceding issue except in those cases where no Opponent Wanted form appeared in the preceding issue.
6. So that as many ads can be printed as possible within our limited space, we request you use the following abbreviations in wanting your ad. License with State abbreviations:
   - Africa Corp. = AK
   - Alexander the Great = Alex
   - Axis & Allies = AA
   - Battle of the Bulge = BB
   - Basketball Strategy = BS
   - Bismarck = BS
   - D-Day = DD
   - Football Strategy = FS
   - France, 1940 = FR40
   - FTT: FTF (Soviet) = FSU
   - GMT: General Motors = GM
   - Italy = ITL
   - Japan = JPN
   - Korea = KOR
   - Luftwaffe = LuF
   - Midway = Mid
   - Mid-East = M-ER
   - Modern = M
   - Modern World = MMW
   - North Africa = NAF
   - Philosophy = PHI
   - Red Alert = RA
   - Rome = ROM
   - Sandbags = SBD
   - Spain = SPA
   - Starcraft = STC
   - Superpowers = SPW

Contest #69 is extremely simple. You are the Allied player in a Coalition Game of THIRD REICH. Position your Polish forces in their optimum set-up. Merely write '1' on the map where you wish to place your 1-3's, '2' where you wish to position your 2-3's, and '4', where you wish to position your 1-4's.

To be valid, all entries must list the best 3 articles and rating of the issue as a whole.

**ISSUE AS A WHOLE** (Rate from 1 to 10 with 1 equating excellent, 10 terrible)

1. Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________ City ____________________________ State __________ Zip __________ Phone __________

2. Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________ City ____________________________ State __________ Zip __________ Phone __________

3. Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________ City ____________________________ State __________ Zip __________ Phone __________
THE GENERAL

keep all his ships together as a fleet until attacked? I also think the ruling has no historical validity, and seriously disturbs the American's chances for a clean, quick victory. Which means it messes up play balance.

1. Is there an American alternative? Thank you, I think there is. The American need not exit the board (as demonstrated in both Series Replay games) (Vol. 10, No. 2 & Vol. 11, No. 3), but rather he can get away just as cleanly by moving off to some remote area of the board, out of the Midway radius of operations, where it would be unlikely that he could be attacked. It entails an element of risk, yes, but so does the whole suicide tactic itself.

THE INVASION OF MIDWAY:

The Berger Strategy

Lloyd Berger's article in the May '72 General (Vol. 10, No. 1) has brought up some points that I feel should be discussed, especially in the light of the Series Replay game in the July issue.

His first point, that the prime objective is the carriers, is essentially correct, but the obvious disposition of squadrons is Midway Island. The tournament game is more balanced than the basic game by reason of Midway reduction. It makes it more difficult for the Japanese player, although the Japanese still retain the advantage. It is unwise to sacrifice too much time chasing the American fleet and totally ignoring Midway—for you lose points just as surely by ignoring Midway.

I also agree with his second point—avoid being found—that's obvious enough to be a maxim for the game. However, the way in which he goes about it is suspect. The search strategy of detaching ships leaves easy points for the American player and makes the suicide tactic all the more easy. In the Series Replay cited, Don Greenwood took the strategic stance of picking off the searching ships one by one. It's a viable option also to suicide attack, as I pointed out, and I think my predilection for the spectacular showed up in my comments there. Don took the less risky, albeit less spectacular, course.

One comment I take exception with is: "Only when the Atago group unites with your carriers are you defensively strong enough to trade punches and live to tell about it." This is definitely not true. The combination of CruDiv 7 with CVSF is sufficient, and I've seen this borne out in game after game. Waiting until the Second Fleet (Atago etc. et al.) joins the CVSF is viable if conservative strategy, to be sure, but not at all necessary. Uniting these two groups also invites discovery and it delays Midway reduction. It also gains in defensive firepower, so I'll leave it up to you to decide which is better. Personally, I prefer not to horse around in taking Midway.

His third point, the "8-9-6" tactic, is really a great device, and I think you should keep it in mind, as it seems to work equally well against the best American formations. Put simply, in case you missed it in the article, which I will reprint here, the American put D9's on all three CV's, put a D11 on the Atlanta, and then the T6's flanking two of the CV's, T3's flanking the remaining CV, and a T1 attacking the Atlanta. You're almost assured a kill of one of the CV's, and probably the Atlanta, although using the American box formation (fleet formation A in "Midway Thesis" article) you can save the Atlanta.

I probably should also comment on the article that prompted Mr. Berger to write Monte Gray's "Mass or Maneuver" (Vol. 8, No. 3). Plan A is not

Continued on Page 15, Column 3
with a "retreat before combat" option for the Americans. Let the Americans decline combat, but then let the British retreat them say 2 hexes.

A second major problem I see is the way that the Matrix system is handled in combat. There are no intricate advantage and disadvantage cards except Withdrawal. The Matrix cards then just become a matter of outguessing your opponent on a non-military basis. Also, the British have no advantage tactically unless they attack a force of pure RM units. In reality, the British were able to execute complex tactical plans with ease (the flanking movements of Long Island and Breendwyne) while the Americans bungled such simple attacks as Germantown and Monmouth (thanks to Charles Lee).

I would penalize RM units as follows. They attack normally (cannon fodder is cannon fodder), but they are cut in half on defense, as they are likely to break and run at the first shot (Long Island, Camden, Guilford Courthouse, Cowpen). Secondly, I would introduce Leader units as follows to replace the Matrix cards. This also allows solitaire play at the advanced level, which can't be done with a Matrix. Leader units are rated A, B, and C. A player may have 2 leaders on any stack. When in combat, players roll the dice for each leader unit on the following table. The leader ratings are combined and each side's total is compared. For every 1 difference in leader rating, change the die roll 1. (If the attacker's rating is higher, add to the die roll; if the defender's rating is higher, subtract from the die roll).

### LEADER RATING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Die Roll</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example: A British force with 2 "A" leaders attacks an American force with a "B" and a "C." The British roll a 1 and a 4, for a total of 7 points. The Americans roll a 5 and 2, for a total of 7 points. The British may add 1 to the die roll.

The leader rating is determined at the start of the combat, and is used for each successive round of combat. If the British have less than 2 "A" leaders on a hex, consider them to have enough "B" leaders to bring the total of leaders to 2. (i.e., a British force with 1 "A" is considered to have another "B" with it automatically; a British force without any "A"s has 2 "B"s). For the Americans, consider forces without 2 "B"s to have enough "C"s to bring the total to 2. However, a force can't attack unless it has a leader unit (any rating) with it.

### LEADER UNITS BY SCENARIO:

**Canada 1778:**

**American:**
- Ticonderoga (At Start) 2 "B"s (Montgomery, Schuyler);
- Ft. Western (Oct. 1775) 1 "B" (Arnold);

**British:**
- St. John's (At Start) 1 "A" (Carleton).

**Saratoga 1777:**

**American:**
- Morristown (At Start) 1 "B";

**British:**
- St. John's (At Start) 1 "B" (Burgoine);
- New York (At Start) 3 "A"s (Howe, Clinton, Cornwallis);
- Ft. Oswego (July 1777) 1 "B" (St. Leger).

---

**GREENE'S SOUTHERN CAMPAIGN:**

**American:**
- Chera (At Start) 2 "B"s (Greene, Morgan); Within 2 hexes of Georgetown (At Start) 1 "B" (Marion);

**British:**
- Wivinsboro (At Start) 2 "A"s (Tarleton, Cornwallis).

**Yorktown 1781:**

**American:**
- Baltimore (At Start) 1 "A", 1 "B" (Lafayette, Wayne);
- Baltimore (Sept. 1781) 1 "B" (Washington);
- With 15 FR (Sept. 1781) 1 "A" (Rochebeau).

**British:**
- Portsmouth (At Start) 1 "B" (Aldorts); Portsmouth (Apr. 1781) 1 "A" (Cornwallis).

The Leader units can be made from blank units. American leaders are 0-8, British leaders 0-7, Tory Leaders (Tarleton, St. Leger) 0-8. Leader units are never eliminated in combat.

The last rule changes I have to offer are alternative victory conditions, to reflect the necessity of destroying the Continental Army rather than just occupying territory. There are also some OB changes I would like to include for the Saratoga situation.

**British:**
- St. John's: 14 BR, 1 T, 1, 1 S, 2 A; Ft. Oswego: 1 BR, 1 F; New York: 34 BR, 6 T, 2 S, 1 A; June 1777-1 S, Montreal, July 1777-2, 1 S, Oswego: Oct. 1777-1 BR, 1 S, New York; 1 FR.

**Americans:**
- Ticonderaga: 4 CA, 1 A, 1 S, 1 F; Mt. Independence: 2 RM, Ft. Stanwick: 1 CA, 1 F; Albany: 2 CA, 1 S, Philadelphia: 2 RM; Morristown: 18 CA, 4 RM, 1 A, 1 S, West Point: 1 CA, 1 F; Constitution: 1 CA, 1 RM, 1 F; July 1777-2 RM, Albany: August 1777-6 CA, 4 RM, Albany: October 1777-4 RM, Albany.

Victory Conditions for Saratoga:

British win if: occupy 3 of the 6 towns and eliminate 20 CA (not RM) occupy 4 of the 6 towns and eliminate 15 CA (not RM) occupy 5 of the 6 towns and eliminate 10 CA (not RM) occupy all 6 towns

Americans win if: avoid British conditions AND eliminate 20 BR

Game is a draw if the British fail but the Americans eliminate less than 20 BR. (T, I don't count)

These victory conditions force the Americans to inflict substantial losses on the British while avoiding excessive casualties and loss of territory. All of these were necessary to entice the French into an alliance.

Victory Conditions for Greene's Southern Campaign:

British win if: occupy 4 of the 6 towns and eliminate 10 CA or RM, occupy 5 of the 6 towns and eliminate 5 CA or RM, occupy all 6 towns

Americans win if they: avoid British conditions AND eliminate 5 BR or TM

Game is a draw if the British fail but the Americans eliminate less than 5 BR or TM. RMd and TMd count.

Continued on Page 9, Column 2
throw away his delaying units he cannot prevent the German infantry from coming around the west end of the Maginot. The German player also uses his air units (which aren't moving that turn) to interdict the Allied movements and prevent sound retreating.

Delivering Tactics: The use of the 1-6 units (or any unit with a movement allowance of six, for that matter) is unsuccessful when attempting to delay German armored units. On the first turn the German will surround the units, and on the ensuing turn the units will be unable to retreat enough to avoid being attacked by the German units. This will also be true of the Belgian Army during its retreat.

Several things now happen. The French armor will usually get away. The infantry, however, will usually get trapped between fast stepping German armor coming from their breakthrough in the center and infantry coming from the Maginot. Usually this will result in the elimination of anywhere from 2-5 units and their eventual destruction.

The problem that prevents the French player from mounting a counter-offensive is the lack of units. If he stands and fights he will be attacked by the German infantry on the next turn. The resulting mobile battles usually are to theGerman player's advantage. The French player may have enough if he has 5-6 armor units. These units can attack and then retreat, giving them a certain amount of tactical flexibility.

The other problems arise with the Belgian Army. Let's face it, the German armor has little trouble catching the Belgians and attacking them. Add aerial interdiction to the Allied player's headaches and we should see a decisive battle or two to destroy the Dutch Army on the extreme flank and a few Belgian units which will be outflanked when the Germans drive through the hole they have created.

ATTACKING THE SEINE RIVER

Around turn 6 or 7 the withdrawal will have been finished and the German will set down to the battle for Paris, which should fall about turn 9 at the latest if the German plays correctly. Should the French player have the 5-6 units (the presence of these units seen to be almost crucial to the defense) then the fight for Paris will be rather rough. However, we will get to Paris through an indirect approach by attacking both flanks.

The attack diagram shown actually occurred in a test game which I used in experimenting with the proposed defense, and the situation is as shown. About 70 factors have already been eliminated, as two 3-4's, two 6-6's and the British 8-8 were all enveloped and destroyed, along with a number of Belgian and Dutch units. Both historical OoB's are being used and it is turn 6. Granted the Seine River is a coherent defensive line, it isn't all Mr. Wessels claims it to be. The contingents in the river leave exposed areas which can easily be attacked, especially hexes 1195, 1124, and 1101. Both attacks shown in the diagram are 5-1, both have air support. The attack on the 6-6 in hex 1124 is resolved first, and the destruction of the 6-6 is ensured. The two 6-8's and 4-8 armored units are then advanced into the hex, breaking the river line. The second attack has a 47% chance of killing the 6-6 in hex 1101 and a 53% chance of retreating it. The 7-8, 6-8, and 5-8 armored units will advance into the hex, breaking the line in a second place. A third attack at hex 1001 with three 4-8 units and a 7-6 infantry unit will probably break the line in a third place. So now the French player starts the counter-offensive to hold the line, right? Wrong!

THE SOUTHERN BLITZ

What stopped the French from counterattacking was the lack of about half the French Army. Due to the retreating tactics involved, the southern edge of the board is exposed to the exit of German units. On turn 6 the German player moves seven 7-6 infantry units off the board, forcing the French player to remove eight 6-6 units and a 2-2 at the beginning of his turn. The effect on the French Army was telling. The entire southern flank has dissolved into thin air! In order to keep from being surrounded the French player must spread his forces out, and cannot really mount a strong offensive. On the next turn another seven corps exit and the French Army disappears from the board—eliminated or withdrawn.

A few points concerning this rule. Firstly, the only units which may be withdrawn are French so the weak Belgians and the valuable British units are exposed to an easy destruction once no more French units are on the board. Secondly, French units are taken off the board from a south to north direction. This means units are taken off the board not in the order they are placed on the board. Thus, if the French player has his armor on the extreme southern flank it will go first!
The SERIES REPLAY was first initiated to illustrate the moves of expert players. However, in many cases more can be learned by taking instructive advantage of mistakes made. Such is the case here where the German player is thoroughly outplayed. Donald Burdick, an AFRIKA KORPS veteran of many years, handles the neutral commentary which is found in italics below.

GERMAN APRIL I:
This is my usual opening move. It's always interesting to see how the enemy reacts to it.

ALLIED APRIL I:
The Germans seem committed to a southern attack, 7/31 Mtr has effectively sealed off a northern threat this turn, allowing 2/3 to move out to block the Italians. This makes the 1-5 against Ariete worthwhile, as the Italians aren't going anywhere whether he lives or dies. 22 Gds is poised to block a continuation of the southern threat.

APRIL I:
The German player has committed all units of the 21st Division to an eastward threat through the Southern desert. This is a mistake as the Allied player convincingly demonstrates. The move of 2/3 to G4 could have been prevented by sending 21/31 northeasterly to M15, for example. The northeast move of 21/3 to Q21 did no good at all. It might as well have gone straight east to T24.

GERMAN APRIL II:
Another drawback to the Axis first move is the heavy commitment of the Italians to the Coast Road. Rommel would be better off if he had ordered two Italian divisions to L7.

APRIL II:
By placing the whole 21st Division on S29, the Germans have made it easy for the British defenders. If 21/31 had moved to S25 or Q22, the Allies would have been under more pressure.

It is questionable whether Rommel should have gone all the way with the 21st Division. It's true that his presence is needed if the units with a movement factor of 10 are to threaten the Allied Home Base by June I, but that threat is easily met. Rommel's bonus could be put to good use in the west next turn, especially if Ariete had moved to K9 this time.

At least one other Italian division besides Bologna and Ariete should be starting to flank Gebel El Achdar. If the Italians continue to hug the Coast Road, they will be forced to expend a supply to attack 2/2 S.G. That's an expense the Axis can ill afford if their luck in landing supplies should turn sour.

Once again, I have only one small improvement in the Allied move to suggest. 41/5 should have gone to M20 to be ready to move southwest on a raiding mission next turn.

GERMAN MAY I:
The escape of that 2 S.G. unit is a terrible nuisance.

Let's see how he reacts to this threat to his home base. At least he'll have to send some stuff to seal off the Axis.

ALLIED MAY I:
I expect the move toward my home base to be a diversion and that the 21st will head back toward Tobruch. In case it doesn't, three 1-1-6S head out to sea. 41/5 is safe from automatic victory.

I'll make him fight for K35. I don't expect him to take the 3-1 but he might outflank me at L37. I can't cover everything.

Without the Italians the 15th lacks the power to crack the escarpment unless it takes a 3-1. The Germans usually don't do very well if they make low odds (less than 5-1) attacks without infantry. The escape of 2/2 S.G. continues to be a big factor. Brian apparently expected me to withdraw this turn, but I'd rather delay the Italians, giving my June reinforcements time to arrive.

MAY I:
Since the Axis now have three supplies and since they have no prospect of isolating 2/2 S.G. before May II, they should attack 2/2 S.G. this time. By traveling along Row 6, 15/33 can reach G3 enabling the Axis to achieve an automatic victory against 2/2 S.G. Unfortunately, there are no units left to move through the automatic victory, so the Allies could re-establish a blocking position by sending 41/5 to C9. Nevertheless, the attack should be made.

The Allied move is once again well done, especially the move of a supply unit to T27. However, that move would be more effective in conjunction with a raiding mission by a 1-1-6/7A/1 could have gone to L27 instead of K35, enabling 41/5 to go to N25.
GERMAN MAY II:
I had to destroy the 2 S.G., and waste a supply unit. Rommel probably could not have held the enemy base even if he took it, so I'm returning to a conventional method of pushing the enemy into Tobruch.

ALLIED MAY II:
The Tobruch defense is established! I was mildly surprised by Brian's attack on 2/2 S.G. It came too late to get the Italians to Tobruch by June and it would have been easy to kill by isolation. On the other hand he had supplies to burn, and he has blocked me from sending raiders west. As I expected the 21st headed back toward Tobruch. I didn't leave out any delaying units because the Italians are out of range and they wouldn't stop the armor. I prefer to conserve strength.

If he attacks Pollorp, which is heading to raid supplies, he will have to do so with armor, leaving insufficient strength to attack Tobruch.

The idea of Tobruch defense is to keep the Germans from placing all 3 squares in their zone of control, leaving me with a retreat route for one unit and a square for a delay unit next turn. Hopefully, he'll attack from the west, leaving the road to Salum open.

MAY II:
The Axis did well to attack 2/2 S.G. and pull back the 21st division, but it's likely to be a case of too little too late. The only improvement in the Axis' move I can suggest is to send 211/3 to S29 instead of Q38. That would force the Allied supply unit on T27 to return to Tobruch or be destroyed to avoid capture.

The Allies move, however, was not up to their usual standard. The pullback to G24, H25 and H26 was too conservative. It presents the Axis with a golden opportunity to get back in the game. I would recommend stationing 3 or 4 factors on G23, 5 factors on I25, 4 factors on I27 and 1 factor each on I30 and J33.
**ALLIED JUNE I:**

I was mildly surprised by Brian's failure to attack. The supply table changes July 1, so this was his last opportunity to use a supply with a 67% chance of getting it back. He must have felt that he had insufficient strength to mount an assault.

My defense of Tobruch is designed to cause soak-off casualties. Unless he attacks both flanks I will still have a retreat route. I tried to make it costly to attack the 4-4-7's. I hope to save these heavy units for defense of the fortress itself, so I'm willing to give him a shot at a couple of 2-2-6's now. I considered attacking out at 1-3 with Pol/Carp but I would rather be certain of tying down the forces another turn. There's always the chance he'll leave himself open to an escape attack the next turn too.

The eastern defenses are out of reach this turn. I debated sending a 2-2-6 to that area but I feel it is more usefully deployed in the Tobruch area.

**GERMAN JUNE I:**

This is going to be a long war. I hope he doesn't counterattack! I see I'm going to have a lot of trouble with "recco" missions.

What happens next will be interesting! This game may prove to be the least 'orthodox' I've ever had.

**JUNE I:**

The Axis player missed his golden opportunity. He also missed on his prediction that this would be a long war. I don't think he realizes the seriousness of his predicament. It is impossible for the Axis to mount a successful drive against the Allied Home Base while the Allies occupy a perimeter outside Tobruch. The Axis forces must drive the Allies back into Tobruch and that task will be significantly more difficult after the Allies' June reinforcements arrive.

By using the Rommel bonus the Axis can put 24 factors on 125 and 126 for a 3-1 against 2-3 with Pavia going to 127 for the 1-4 soak-off against H26. One unit, either 15/33 or Brescia, should go to H22 but not H23. That way 2-3 can be relocated to G23 if the 3-1 results in "D back 2." The advance after combat to H25 in combination with the Axis unit on H22 would then leave 2-3 isolated. Of course, an "exchange" would be troublesome for the Axis, but they have a 70% chance of eliminating 2-3 by combat or isolation without suffering the loss of eight factors in an exchange. Besides, they have to do something about the Tobruch situation. Once the British are driven back into Tobruch, the threat from Pol/Carp can be dealt with.

If the Axis do not attack the Tobruch defenses, then they should take an automatic victory against Pol/Carp rather than isolate it. They would have a 70% chance of recovering the supply in one turn, and the participating combat units would be freed for other duty on June II.

If I were the Allies, I would be tempted to take a 3-1 surrounded against 15/8, even though it could result in the loss of Tobruch. The Allies have 25 factors available. 21 are needed for the 3-1; 2 for a soak-off against 21/5, and 2 to station on 333 or K35 to protect the Allied Home Base. That would leave one factor to put on G24. The Axis could then capture Tobruch by: 1) using 14 factors on G23 and H24 to achieve an automatic victory against the unit on G24; 2) sending one other unit to H25 where it too would participate in the automatic victory; and 3) using other units to soak-off against Allied forces on 126. Because of this possibility I don't blame the Allied player for choosing the more conservative course of action.
**THE GENERAL**

**GERMAN JUNE II:**
If the Poles don't get away in their 1-6, I guess I'll push him into Tobruch, next turn. I don't yet know if I'll attack Tobruch or try to push east.

**ALLIED JUNE II:**
Once again Brian has failed to attack. He's got to do something eventually. I didn't adjust my defense much this turn. 7/4 S.A.Mtr. remained off the board so I'll have a delay unit available in the Tobruch area if an attack comes and a retreat inside the fort is necessary.

I feel I'm in pretty good shape, barring some unexpected move by Brian. He can drive me off the escarpment in the K36 area if he wishes, but he will have trouble moving much farther east without securing his supply line around Tobruch. The longer he delays the harder it will be. My July reinforcements come on next turn.

**JUNE II:**
Whenever the Axis fail to attack with three supply units on board, it's equivalent to giving the British a "sunk" for free. Such gifts should be avoided if the Axis can make a useful attack. My recommendation would be to begin the assault on the Tobruch defenses with a 6-1 against 7/31 Motor from H24 and 125 and two 1-4 soak-offs.

There is not much to say about the Allied player's move. From this point on his game practically plays itself.

**GERMAN JULY I:**
I am loathe to attack Tobruch directly. I'll try pushing east. That should force him back into Tobruch, as he'll have to take troops out of the perimeter to reinforce Egypt.

**ALLIED JULY I:**
The Germans finally attacked! But the results were not what they had hoped. My defense this turn leaves a minimum of cheap targets. 41/7 is positioned to prevent an attack on 41/23. To surround 7A/1 he will have to soak-off against M41. He could conceivably get an auto victory against 41/7 and 7A but that will require 29 factors, leaving only 2 units, not enough to cover Tobruch, much less exploit the automatic victory.

Sooner or later he has to hit Tobruch. The guarding force necessary now leaves inadequate forces to move on Alexandria without low odds attacks with armor. The longer he waits the more casualties he will take.

**JULY I:**
Whatever objective the Axis player decides to pursue, he must try to minimize his chance of incurring casualties. It would be much better to send the 7-7-10's to M39 for an automatic victory against 41/23, while pushing 21/104 on N38, Ariete on L35, and Brescia on J34. That should drive the 41 and 7A brigades back without costing the Axis any casualties. Even so, it would still be better to attack the Tobruch defenses.

**ALLIED JULY II:**
Brian had some bad luck with the exchange, but that's the chance the Germans take when they attack at less than 5-1. He continues to do well on the supplies. He has to make a decision this turn. If he attacks the eastern forces he'll move out of range of Tobruch and I'll attack out and threaten his supply line.

**JULY II:**
The Allied player positioned his forces well, but the Axis attack could clearly have been better executed. By sending Ariete to M40 to join 15/8 in a 5-1 surrounded against 7A1 while 15/33 soak-offs from M40 at 3-3 against 7A2 and the two units on M41, the Axis would have a guaranteed elimination of the two 7A brigades and a 30% chance of losing to free Trenta for combat duty. Trenta is pulled out of the HB as with a full complement of supplies it has nothing to gain by staying. The British lose the Poles in a 1-6 attempt to escape from isolation. The two factors instead of a 70% chance of eliminating the 7A brigades and a 30% chance of losing four factors.

The comments made last turn about the necessity of attacking the Tobruch defenses still apply.

**GERMAN AUGUST I:**
Drat that Exchange! My losses are more than his! I am very demoralized. But at least he retreated. Of course, he hopes to draw me on and attack out of Tobruch when my large units are near Matruh.

I have no idea what to do. I guess I'll just sit tight for now.

**ALLIED AUGUST I:**
I finally sank a supply. Brian is going to have to make some kind of move eventually. I'm content to wait for November. 25A/7 is threatening his flanks now, so he has something else to worry about as I decided to hold the 5th Indian off. I don't really need them at Matruh this turn and I want them available for a possible break out of Tobruch.

**AUGUST I:**
The Allies could have placed delay units on 45 and 44 while stationing three units on L46, but they can afford to give up space to save units at this stage. The only drawback of the withdrawal to J50, and Row 51 is the fact that it seems to have started the Axis player thinking about an attack on Tobruch.
Allied August II: Brian finally made his move, and the attack proved to be a disaster for the German armor. He did force me back into Tobruch, giving him a crack at the fortress. He now has two options, a 3-1 on 7/31 Mtr. followed by a 1-1 on Tobruch, barring an exchange on the first attack; or a 1-2 on Tobruch now. The percentage of success is about the same: .7 (non-exchange) x .3 (d back or elim) – .21 for the first attack and .2 (d back) for the second attack. I expect the 1-2, as the 3-1, 1-1 takes two turns, giving my flanking force more time to maneuver. In anticipation of the supply moves out to sea. 5th Indian comes

on the board now, as there is no longer the possibility of attack from Tobruch.

August II: The Axis player’s 1-1 was an act of desperation. I must agree that his situation calls for desperate measures, but the 1-1 against H26 does not make good sense. It would be much better to drive the Allies back into Tobruch at the cost of several soak-offs and then take the 1-1 against Tobruch itself. A “D back 2” in an attack against Tobruch is as good as a “Delm,” but a “D back 2” against H26 is only slightly helpful to the Axis cause. Also, an “exchange,” which is a bad result for the Axis in either case, would at least leave them in possession of Tobruch after a 1-1 against Tobruch itself. In the present situation the Axis are faced with the unhappy prospect of making another low odds attack in an effort to capture Tobruch.

Since the German 7-7-10’s are too far east to hit anything but H26 this turn, the Axis player should be content to pull back his 7-7-10’s while using one of his three supplies to sustain a 5-1 surrounded against the Allied Recce. There is plenty of time to drive the Allied defenders back into Tobruch and take the 1-1 before November.

The General

Allied September I: What can I say, Brian doesn’t seem to be able to roll anything but an exchange. No one can win doing that. In retrospect, I would have to say the escape of 2/2 S.G. was the decisive Factor. It delayed the Italians several turns, setting the Axis timetable for attack back sufficiently to enable the Allies to construct much more formidable defenses than normal. There also comes a time when maneuver fails and the Germans have to wade in and slug it out. I think Brian waited too long to do this, and then went after non-essential desert targets instead of Tobruch.

September I: The final turn was a bit sloppy on both sides, but that is understandable because the game is essentially over. The Allies should have put the 51 Division on G24 instead of 7/31 Motor. That way they have a 50% chance of causing casualties if the Axis attack that hex. Another improvement would be to send 25A/7 to W22.

The Axis player does not have to be in a rush to take the 1-2 against Tobruch. It would be better to take a 5-1 surrounded against the pesky Allied Recce first. If he must take the 1-2 now, then Brescia should be on 126 instead of 125 in case of an “A back 2.” Also, an Axis unit should be sent to J33 to prevent the Allied 1-1-6x from moving up the Coast Road to relieve Tobruch.

Summary: I agree with Tom that the escape of 2/2 S.G. was important, but it was not the decisive factor. The real key to this game was the April move of 2/13 to G4. Without that move the escape of 2/2 S.G. is only a minor nuisance to the Axis.

With 2/2 S.G. could be eliminated in the 1-5 and the Allies could still delay the Italians by sending a 1-1-6 to the Gebel El Achdar escarpment.

Of course, Tom was 100% correct about the necessity for the Axis to be aggressive about driving the Allies into Tobruch. This game illustrates that fact very well.

Two other overall observations are worth making about this game. First, Tom was much better than我 in anticipating his opponent’s actions. This is an important aspect of successful play. Second, although his combat results left much to be desired, Brian’s luck in getting supplies was fabulous.

Panzer Leader...Continued from Page 28

The fighter-bombers are better than the Typhoons in machine gun attacks since 2 of them can get a 6-1 against artillery using the machine guns.

The fighter-bombers attack after the combat phase is over and all direct and indirect fire attacks have been resolved. They thus are able to attack any German units that were disrupted in the combat phase and therefore have a chance to finish them off at relatively low odds and also have “l” subtracted from the die roll. This type of attack is especially useful against German armored and artillery units in covering terrain that might have escaped an earlier 4-4 if a “5” or “6” were rolled. The use of airpower in these situations is very effective for the Allies.

Artillery Field-of-Fire Limitations: The German 88mm guns and U.S. 90mm guns were anti-aircraft weapons mounted on pedestal or turntable mounts and should not need a carrier unit in the same hex to change facing.

Field of Fire Limitations
A STUDY OF WARGAMERS
An Amateur Sociologist Studies the Wargaming Subculture

Ask a wargamer's wife to do a Sociology paper on the wargaming sub-group and you're liable to be asking for trouble. If last, just happens to be married to Tom Oleson (he of the 49 simultaneous ANZIO pbm games fame) you're really asking for it. It is to Manuel's credit as a future sociologist that she maintained her objectivity in spite of everyday personal experiences.

Football widow and golfing widow are common expressions. Soon they may be joined by the wargaming widow. Probably there is no chess widow because chess fanatics are too busy even to marry, thus saving their would-be wives from years of neglect. Bobby Fischer is only the most recent example of a chess grandmaster so wedded to his game that admiration for his genius is tempered by his inattention to the recognition that it is equalled by his anti-social introversion. Wargaming seems to rival chess in the hypnotic hold it exerts over its devotees. The writer of this report is married to a wargaming zealot, and therefore has had the opportunity to observe scores of these rare creatures at close range, probably a good part of the reason the use of valium is soaring. Many of them appear to be gravely infected with the Fischer syndrome, some symptoms of which are blindness and deafness to visual and aural stimuli not directly related to the wargame at hand.

Of course, we are all tyro sociologists, admitted or not. We have all heard nonsensical generalizations such as: "Those blacks all drive big cars." Wargames being nearly exclusively a white, male pastime. The range of ages was 16 to 49; average 29. Deleting the top and bottom 10% to avoid extremes, the distribution is 21-39. The survey was peppered with extremes, for example the gamer already playing 80 hours weekly and therefore unable to increase his skill at the rate of the other respondents. He have sometimes deleted the top and bottom 10%, and will so indicate.

Wargamers are studious. Deleting the four still in high school, average years of schooling is 17, with 36% having done graduate work. Thirty-two different occupations were listed, including four game designers, seven teachers, and seven students. There was great variety, including blue collar workers, mechanics, unemployed, as well as various professions.

Sixty percent listed themselves as married, a few also replying that they were divorced. From one to three children were listed by twenty of the thirty-one married respondents. In a group of 52 people with an average age of 29, for only 38% to have children would seem on the low side. Over $20,000 yearly income was listed by 19%; $10-20,000 by 30%, with the rest under $10,000. For over half of this group, one or two well-educated males to earn under $10,000 would imply more dedication to gaming than working! Nearly all respondents answered nearly all questions, but the few omissions have been deleted in calculating percentages.

Ninety percent have a hobby besides wargaming.

The average respondent has been wargaming a decade, with a range of 1-25 years. Deleting the extremities, it is 3-15.

Seventy percent would like to increase their weekly gaming time in a range of 3 hours to infinity! Dropping extremes, the weekly time spent wargaming is 8% hours, while on the same basis the desired time is 14 hours.

But all one in ten regard wargaming as both educational and intellectual. Only half regard wargaming as therapeutic ("harmless outlet for feelings of aggression").

One third consider themselves part of an elite. In response to a question about how others see their hobby, 2/3 believe that it's seen about the same as any hobby, but 1/3 believe that others see wargaming as a "silly waste of time."

The majority of those questioned do not feel guilty over time spent wargaming, but a large minority (36%) does. Discarding the extremes, the average hours spent weekly by the "guilty" group exceeds 10, while the "innocents" spend under 8—hardly surprising. A bit less predictable is a uniform desire to increase wargaming time.

For 2/3 of this fraternity, wargaming is not a hobby, but a game, played with others over wargaming. Of the entire sample, 36% feel guilty about their wargaming time; of those reporting friction with others, 52% also report feelings of guilt. As we will examine in detail later, this survey seems to reveal two distinct groups, and this question gives the first hint: one group reporting little guilt or friction, the other group—considerable.

Three-quarters of those asked say the wargamer is about the same as anyone, while 1/5th feel that he or she has superior intelligence. Only a few chose the answer "an introverted book-worm who uses wargames to escape reality."

A third claim to win half their games. Nearly 3/5 claim victories in the 40-60% range. The complete spread was 1 to 95%. Maybe the latter plays the feller.

Twenty-four admit to frustration or resentment over a loss; 28 deny it.

"Is wargaming skill as valid an index of general intelligence as a standard IQ test?" Nearly 4/5 of those queried took the trouble to deprecate the validity of IQ tests in the context of the modern wargamer. Only 1/4 believed that wargaming prowess is as valid a measure of intelligence as IQ.

Nearly half those asked like dancing; 4/5 enjoy camping or hiking.

Very few belong to a service club such as Kiwanis, while a third had military experience. This is a result rather contrary to the intuitive perception of the typical wargamer's background. Another subjective observation of wargamers is that they are more dour than hawks, but that could be a survey all by itself!

Just over half agrred that wargaming and mathematical ability are related.

To digress, it is difficult to express survey questions with precision satisfactory to all. Some took me to task for that. Terms such as guilt, friction, left-wing, etc., might each require a page just to define.

Equal numbers labelled themselves left-wing and moderate; 27%, while 23% each answered right-wing, and apolitical. Recent surveys show that more than twice as many Americans consider themselves to the right as to the left, but it should be noted that nearly 30% of the sample either were born, or lives, outside the U.S.A.

"Women's Liberation" has made it gauche to make too much of the physiological differences between the sexes. Give Betty a toy gun (or wargame?) and Billy a toy stove, and she would grow up a soldier, he a homemaker, or so it is fashionable to believe. Our wargaming sample shares this view, as over 4/5 ascribe the lack of female gamers to different interests/cultural conditioning, not any basic lack of whatever ability it is that makes a wargamer!

Nearly 2/3 felt chess is inferior to wargames.

Less than a third prefer fellow gamers as friends. While correlating the survey data, it became apparent that the key question was: "Do you ever become so immersed in wargaming that you neglect to be courteous and/or responsive to non-wargamers present?" The subjective opinion of the author of this survey is YES!, but let the data tell their own story.

Analysis of the Key Question
When this survey was conceived, the idea of a control group of non-wargamers was considered, then abandoned. As it turned out, the survey itself generated a control group.

All but one respondent answered the key question: 27 confessed to discourtesy, 24 denied it (53; 47). Of course, asking a person if he or she is impolite is not an infallible method of discovering the truth, since we are not all either aware of, or willing to admit, our shortcomings, even anonymously; but the scope of this survey forces us to ignore that factor. The data do reveal such a difference between the two groups that it would be hard to attribute it to chance.

I will refer to the two groups as C (courteous), and D (discourteous).

Most of the questions were re-analyzed to see how the two groups differed in their answers.

1. Two-thirds of the entire sample reported friction with others. Among Ds this figure rose to nearly 2/3, while among Cs it was just over half.
2. Just over a third reported feelings of guilt over their gaming time. Half the Ds felt guilty, only 1/4 of the Cs.
3. Ignoring extremes, the average D wargames 12 hours weekly, C only 7. "Honey, take out the garbage!" Sure, just as soon as I finish this solitaire game.
4. Just under half the total survey felt resentment or frustration over a loss, but among Ds this rises to 3/5, dropping to 1/3 among Cs.
5. Another nearly even split concerned the corre-
tion between wargaming and math, but the split was uneven between the two groups: over 3/5 of Ds saw such a correlation, but only 2/5 of Cs.

6. Less than third of all those questioned regard wargamers as an elite. About half of Ds see themselves as members of an elite, only ¾ of Cs.

7. Twenty-seven percent of the survey regard themselves as left-wing. Among Ds this rises to 42%, but it is only 23% among Cs.

8. The Ds were a bit more likely to prefer other wargamers as friends, but not to a significant degree.

9. A marked disparity surfaces when examining the family status of each group. Although the married proportion is about the same for each, the slightly smaller C group has 50% more children. How striking a demonstration of inattention can you have?

10. Two-fifths of the survey felt that others saw wargaming as silly, or only for intellectuals. Among Cs this rises to over half; among Ds it drops to about 1/3.

11. Nearly 3/5 of the sample claimed to win about half their games, but nearly twice as many Ds claim to win more than half as do Cs.

12. Nearly 2/3 of those answering rank wargaming over chess. This rises to 70% among the Ds, falling to 55% of the Cs.

13. Nearly 3/5 of the entire group regard wargaming as therapy, but this drops to just over 1/3 among Cs, rising to 4/5 of the Ds.

14. Only 5 of the Cs have been gaming over a decade, compared to 15 Ds.

15. Although only a small number is involved, it is interesting to note that of the six respondents lacking another hobby, four were Ds.

16. Another interesting result: 7 of the 10 disliking camping were Ds.

17. The average age is 28, Ds 31.

There is another way to demonstrate in numbers the contrast between the two groups. For each question lending itself to this analysis, a number is generated representing deviation from the norm. For example, if in the survey as a whole 50% replied positively to a question, while among Ds it is 60%, Cs 40%, the deviation would be +10 and -10, respectively. This is obviously more indicative than exact, but it does paint an interesting picture. Each question is identified briefly by a key word:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+5</td>
<td>-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+14</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+11</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+9</td>
<td>-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+16</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+15</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+5</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+21</td>
<td>-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+96</td>
<td>-93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This shows a nearly symmetrical deviation from the norm.

This survey set out to test my assumption that quite a few wargamers suffer from the "Fischer syndrome"—a degree of absorption in their hobby which could be called at least mildly anti-social, because it is dysfunctional in terms of relating to the broader environment to which the gamer in question might reply: "What broader environment? Hand me that die!"

Although the scope of this report is too narrow to conclusively prove anything, the results are provocative. I believe they support the thesis that there are at least 3 subgroups of wargamers:

1. What I have labelled as D. The Discourteous gamer sometimes clashes with others over his hobby, and feels guilt over time spent on it, perhaps because it is a bit of a burden. He assumes reasons for all or resentful about a loss. He feels wargaming and mathematical ability are related. He is likely to regard himself as one of an elite. His politics key to the left. If married, he probably has no children.

2. What I have called C. The Courteous wargamer is a bit younger than the average in his hobby, and not in quite as long. He is more apt to be to the right or center. If married, more apt to have children. Doesn't feel guilty about gaming, perhaps because he spends less time on it. He doesn't mind that his batting average is a bit low. He is less quick to rank wargames ahead of chess, nor does he see himself as part of an elite. Wargames are neither therapy, nor related to math ability, to him. He has a more negative view of others' opinion of wargaming.

3. The third group we have not canvassed, and I believe they support the thesis that this group is more like Ds, to an extent, caricatures. Nonetheless, I do assume bringing it into being.
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Perhaps the General's primary purpose is to offer enlightened analyses of conflict situations showing us "how to annihilate our opponent." But much of what appears is somewhat redundant because key concepts are not transparent and need only be applied in a different situation.

At times various authors have offered advice on strategic and tactical matters that are at best obvious and at worst puerile, such as the object of an attack is to defeat your enemy. Most such articles may be of some value to obscure novices, however experienced gamers need something more.

Thomas Hilton has attempted to compile a compendium of the essence of strategic thought along with his own original views especially relating to board games.

Reference to wargames as 'conflict simulations' is neither euphemistic nor the jargon of a special group. The terminology is accurate because most strategic concepts are applicable not only to massed armies in the field or on a table-top, but are valid in almost any other conflict situation. Players may often unconsciously use such concepts to advantage, but novice or experienced gamer alike will benefit from a thorough and reasoned knowledge of them.

Victory of course can never be guaranteed, and the gamer who makes gross errors or forgets the rules can only blame himself. But an absolute knowledge and comprehension of what is required can virtually reduce victory to a calculation with luck minimized and expertise maximized.

In all conflicts we must react according to an all-pervasive principle: minimize the enemy's strength while maximizing your own. Conversely, exploit his weakness while attempting to diminish your own. This includes all strategic aspects such as terrain, unit characteristics, maneuvering, etc. One must at all times do everything possible to achieve the most advantageous situation. Obviously it follows that the initiative must be seized, on offense you already have it, but defensively it can be obtained by utilizing positioning, local counterattacks, and terrain to threaten enemy supplies, retreat routes, communications, etc. It cannot be over-emphasized that anyone who just sits back on defense or launches uninspired and obvious attacks on offense is doomed to defeat.

The above may be abstract concepts to some. But the prime strategic maxim is almost unsettlingly obvious, the concentration of strength against weakness. To be able to concentrate while preventing the enemy from doing so concurrently is the hard part. The opponent must be dislocated, unbalanced, and dispersed in order to have any chance of success. Clearly, doing the expected and having the initiative are incompatible, and this makes fruitful concentrations impossible.

The enemy must therefore be forced into a position that becomes progressively inferior and is exploitable. To do this requires a deliberate attempt to dislocate and deceive each other we must be constantly aware of and prepared for any eventuality. Having reserve forces is vital for this. Therefore, we must begin studying any situation by considering how to maximize your strength as you seek to minimize that of the opposition. To exercise a necessary degree of control over the simulation the initiative must be obtained in which attempts are made to concentrate strength against weakness. After a basic knowledge has been realized, more specific strategic concepts should be considered.

Strategic positions are qualitative, there are plainly some better than others. This seems obvious, but often players fail to vigorously seek out the best situation. Opponents can operate on either an interior or exterior position, and the best position is an interior one. Its communications are shorter, and force can be concentrated in a chosen sector easily. A well-conducted strategy from an interior position can be of great value and success; witness Israel's victories. However, over a long period of time the situation can become precarious if not brought to a rapid and final conclusion. When forced on the defensive totally, as Germany was by 1944, the position becomes most detrimental.

It is noteworthy that as an offense advances it invariably assumes exterior lines such as the Union armies in 1861. The exterior position has considerable problems in coordination, unity of force, and ability to concentrate. The interior position is damaging in that you may be surrounded and forced to defend several areas at once, but then you've already lost the initiative (and probably the game).

Modes of combat are inter-related to the positions.

In offensives there are either frontal or flanking attacks. The former attempts to penetrate the enemy's center while the latter seeks to envelope its edges. An example of the inter-relation of positions and modes is in Napoleon's Waterloo campaign which was brilliantly conceived but poorly executed. The Emperor forced himself between (and therefore interior to) the British and Prussian forces, and this was done by a strategic frontal attack. Each enemy force could then be dealt with in turn. A flanking maneuver would actually have brought the enemy closer together and put them on interior lines.

Dogmatism is to be smashed at all times. So although it is clear that frontal attacks and interior positions are advised, one must react according to the situation. At Chancellorsville Lee put his force on exterior lines and executed a flanking offensive and won his greatest victory. Flanking attacks can threaten supplies, cut off, surround, and usually face less resistance. When confronted with a lethargic army which outnumbers you (as Lee did) it is wise to flank.

Frontal attacks have their problems in that if not done quickly and correctly you will suffer heavy casualties, fail to split the enemy, and be left with a united and probably counter-attacking foe. Flank attacks are subject to enemy attacks attempting to cut in two the extended army making the maneuver at its weakest point. A flank attack will also leave a foot together, not divided, which will be able to retreat unless of course the flank came from both sides (double envelopment).

Rear attacks are also possible, but not realistically before the twentieth century. They consist of paratroops, fifth-columns, amphibious invasion, and so on. Obviously an attack from the rear can be devastating when able to do it in force and catch the competitor unaware, which is not often.

There are also strategic modes of defense which are determined by the type and amount of forces each side possesses. The linear defense is only advised when behind strong lines, a flank is secure. It differs from the area mode (which is the most flexible) in that flanks are covered mostly by terrain (coast, mountains, etc.), and also in that linear reserves are minimal. The mobile defense is the opposite of the linear in that front line troops are sparse and a mobile reserve is maximized. It would be best against, for example, an armored-mechanized assault.

In summary, take advantage of the situation and be flexible. However, an interior position, yielding good communications and quick movement, makes frontal attack the best situation. The enemy into easy digested pieces is usually best. One must take care to realize that a strategic frontal attack is not synonymous with a tactical frontal assault.

When actually confronted by an enemy force units should be coordinated so as to move against the lines of least resistance. That is regardless of the strategic position. This is also known as the "wave principle" in which, like water, you take the easiest route avoiding strong positions and shaping your actions to the opportunities presented. This concept may determine the mode of attack.

There is nothing more futile than an attack on a well-positioned enemy, such as Burnside's Frederickburg force. There is a difference though between waves and breakthroughs and such tactics and opposition. Boulders are fixed and immovable, but usually an attacker exercising vital initiative should attempt to move the enemy's forces advantageously. This is the essence of the wave principle. Seek your own routes and paths of attack, not by trying to bore through the unpeneitable, but by shifting the enemy's deployments by your own. The player who can master this is rare indeed. It is done in a number of ways.

It was once said that true concentration is the product of calculated dispersion. An enemy will be concentrated if you are, and conversely will be distributed if you are. This shows why interior lines are of value because the army which can come together the quickest will be the one that has the advantage. It is best to advance dispersed with several objectives-aims allowing maximum flexibility. Having alternatives is always important. And as mentioned before, the deceiving and dislocating of the opponent is vital. By threatening one area of a front a force may be able to shift an enemy's attention to that sector weakening another, more desirable area of attack. However, at times one might have only the flanks to exercise the wave principle with. Then diversory attacks should be made on the center with the aim of tying up troops needed to beat off the main offensive on the flank.

When conducting operations commanders must be as efficient as possible. "Economy of force" is just one part of general efficiency. It can be most simply described as making the most of what you have. When moving forces the quickest and most direct route must be sought. Positioning should not be faulty nor troops located where they would be of little future use. Terrain, especially on defense, must be put to good advantage and the includes both maneuver and combat. In combat, especially with fixed strength units in boardgames, efficiency must always be considered. Never use too many units to do a job that can be done with less. Efficiency can be lost even when acting in an inflexible manner in which forces may be constrained in their activity as the situation shifts through the course of battle. Any attack that wastes forces, attacks strong positions unnecessarily, or fails to use the terrain is inefficient. Units must also be coordinated; there is no point in making diversory attacks, for example, not timed (before or too late) with the main offensive.
The Rest of the Battle

ARTILLERY IN PANZER LEADER
by Roy Easton

If infantry is the queen of battle than artillery must certainly be the king. This is particularly true in Panzer Leader where the role of artillery is much more important than in Panzerblitz. Not only is more artillery present in the different scenarios but its indirect fire capabilities are vastly enhanced.

Artillery is capable of directing tremendous concentrations of attack strengths against a single hex. The Panzer Leader player who understands and utilizes his artillery to its fullest capabilities will almost certainly win while the player who makes mistakes in the employment of his artillery will frequently lose.

This article will discuss the employment of artillery in a general manner and then give suggestions on its employment in Panzer Leader.

DIRECT FIRE ARTILLERY

The direct fire capabilities of (H) class artillery have been considerably diminished by the rule change that allows the use of full attack strength against armored targets only at ranges up to 6 hexes, compared to half-range in Panzerblitz. These restrictions so limit the effectiveness of direct fire (H) class artillery that players should plan to use non-SPA (H) class artillery only for indirect fires.

The SPA units may often be called upon to function as assault guns, especially in the case of the Allies who have no real assault guns. The SPA units are too valuable to be often used in this role and should only be used to attack units in towns and forts when sufficient tanks are not available. A single SPA should be stacked with 3 tank or armored infantry units to give a stack with a combined defense strength of at least 30 and an attack strength of about 100 at a range of 4 hexes. Stacks of this composition are particularly important for dislodging Germans from Granclelles and other multi-hex cities. Remember to spread out the SPA units or they will present a tempting target for enemy indirect fire.

(H) class artillery should only use opportunity fire when no other units can hit the target. Since units destined for indirect fire may not use opportunity fire and units which use opportunity fire may not make direct fire attacks in the next combat phase, artillery units are too valuable to use in opportunity fire unless the target is going to move adjacent to or over-run the artillery.

ANTI-TANK ARTILLERY

The opportunity fire rules have greatly increased the usefulness of a-t guns in Panzer Leader. It is no longer possible for the enemy to run long convoys past your guns without suffering a single casualty. The firing unit should wait until the target comes within half-range to take advantage of the doubled attack strength against armored targets.

The new spotting rules that allow any unit to sight an enemy unit that fires within its LOS require that special care be taken in the sighting of a-t guns. Since any gun may have a 6 hex fire twice before getting hit by indirect fire, they should be placed on wooded slope or hilltop hexes and should be stacked with other units if possible. Since German 88's are prime targets for both Allied fighter-bombers and indirect fire, the German player should take particular care to protect these guns and should reveal them only when their fire will make an important contribution to the course of the battle.

INDIRECT FIRE ARTILLERY

The main modification found in the Panzer Leader artillery rules concerns indirect fire. Any Allied or German unit can spot for indirect fire and an (H) class artillery unit can use indirect fire only against hexes that are farther away than ¾ of the artillery unit's range. Indirect fire attacks must also be written down one turn prior to delivery.

These rules make artillery much more powerful in Panzer Leader. All non-SPA (H) class artillery should be spotted for indirect fire unless it can be put in forts, as in the beach-head scenarios. Firing artillery is vulnerable to air attack and to return fire so care should be taken to keep indirect fire artillery out of the LOS of any enemy units. The safest place for artillery is in a fort with a defense factor of 40. The next safest place is in a town, preferably stacked with several infantry units. The German player should try to stack at least 21 defense strength points on a town hex since Allied fighter-bombers have an attack strength of 30. Artillery which cannot go in these places should be placed on wooded slope hexes on the rear slopes, slopes on the side opposite to the enemy, where they cannot be spotted when they fire. The artillery should be protected by as much flank as possible if the enemy has fighter-bombers.

The main problem with indirect fire is that it must be equally divided among all units in the target hex. This means that certain important units may be protected from indirect fire by stacking them with unimportant units. In the beach-head scenarios, the German player can protect his most important forts by stacking a wagon on each fort. Thus, if the Allies fire 320 points of indirect fire against that hex, 160 points must be used against the wagon and only 160 can be used against the fort. A more accurate representation of the power of artillery fire would be to use the entire amount of the indirect fire against every hex in the target. This, unfortunately, makes the artillery too powerful and unbalances the scenarios.

The panzer Leader spotting rules are vague when they discuss the length of the LOS for certain units. The following lengths of LOS should be used for the indicated units:

- All infantry-type units (inc engineers) 4 hexes
- Halftracks, carriers, scout cars 6
- Armored cars 8
- All other units LOS=range

AIRCRAFT

Fighter-bombers are being discussed as artillery since they function like artillery with infinite range. Although they only appear in a few scenarios, their correct use is often crucial to chances of Allied victory. Since the bombs or rockets can only be used once, the targets should be chosen carefully and the following priorities are suggested:

1. German artillery and 88's
2. German armored units dispersed on the immediately preceding combat phase

Since artillery units used for indirect fire are usually placed on reverse slopes or in forests, they are often impossible for combat units to spot. Fighter-bombers are then the only means that the Allies have to destroy these important units. A mixture of rocket- and bomb-armed F-B's is good since even the rocket-armed ones can get a 5-1 against artillery in wooded slope hexes and are also very useful against SPA's. All 20mm units should be attacked by air or indirect fire as soon as they are spotted since they are the main nemesis of...
Dear Sir:

Having recently purchased 1776 I found an array of different pieces. Starting off with the basic game wasn’t bad. There were only Continental and British pieces. After trying somewhat of the Basic Game I decided to move onward. On brother! What a mess. Using rules like I guess isn’t bad for the Basic Game, but in the Campaign Game you end up losing your mind. Having decided that wasn’t the way, I thought up a good idea. (With help from Vol. II, No. 1 of the GENERAL, I cannibalized the game rules from my Gettysburg and D-Day Games (boy didn’t need them because of the small number of playing pieces). Using the 3 trays, I subdivided them by taping in cardboard strips. The 3 trays fit into the bottom of the 1776 game box perfectly, and using the subdivided trays to hold the different pieces in, you have an overview of the lot of them. Doing this makes playing the scenarios and the Campaign Game a lot less trouble. By the way, after stacking the boards and other playing equipment on top of the trays you will find you have just filled it to the boards and the top (perfectly, thus keeping the pieces intact in their proper compartments. You may wish to put all of the British and Continental Regulars into one tray, then, when playing the Basic Game, just yank out the one tray and set the box aside. Also, to anyone not presently owning 1776 “BUY IT!” I really feel it is one of AH’s best games.

Strategic Wargaming

Gentlemen:

I have been into war gaming for a few years now, but have never enjoyed the hobby more than at ORIGINS I. Congratulations for a great convention.

I would like to suggest one more way in which AH could help the gamer. It is frustrating to hear of good articles in long past “GENERALS” that are no longer available. I therefore propose a 10 year book of past GENERALs (Vols. I through 10). If such a book were used as a separate chapter, a typical chapter could contain a historical lead, strategy, suggestions, variants, and questions answered of that game. Since the material is readily available, I believe the book could be marketed in magazine size for under $10. This would be of special benefit to the new (and not so new) gamer. Perhaps in 1986 we could see Vol. 2.

Jim Bennett
Clinton, TN

Dear Doc:

The latest General (Jul-Aug ’79) promises in the new BLItZKRIEG rules a Hidden Movement Option. I have the new rules, and just cannot find the option. They are either not excellent—they revitalize the game completely. Armor at last means something besides fast infantry that can’t enter woods.

I have a suggestion for the Phantom Hidden Movement Option, inspired by the hidden movement in HV and 1776. I offer it to you for your evaluation and possible incorporation into the game.

1) Color the backs of one set of counters (either the blue or red).
2) When the game is inverted, and face up units may be inverted at the end of the movement, unless adjacent to enemy units or unflankable.
3) Units may never be inverted in an enemy country, or in a hostile minor country with guerrilla activity.
4) Inverted units have infantry-type ZOC. Of course, armor doesn’t have to keep its ZOC.
5) Mixed face-up and inverted units may occupy the same hex.
6) Ground recon: when ground units move adjacent to enemy inverted units, the enemy units are turned face up after ground movement but before air movement and attacks are decided.
7) Air recon: before any movement a player may turn face-up any enemy turn in one hex per air base he controls. The target hex must be within 12 hexes of the base, and not in woods or mountains.
8) Naval recon: each air unit at sea may recon one coast hex (not containing units or woods) per turn bordering its sea zone. This is in addition to its other duties, and before movement as air recon.
9) Inverted units move normally. A player may consider his opponent’s move since that would restrict his movement and probably expose some of his units.
10) Units at sea are always inverted.
11) Basic forces are used instead to inflate existing stacks. They may be placed on hexes which already contain friendly inverted units. Each player may place one blank counter for every three ground units.
12) Aircraft on the ground are inverted as ground units. Aircraft in the air are never inverted.
13) FTR, or TAC flying interdiction, or any aircraft attacking a hex perform recon on it.
14) Artillery may not fire a barrage against a stack containing inverted units. It may be bombed, though.
15) Rangers may make a recon attack by announcing that it is making a recon, and during the encounter, after the recon units are turned face-up, the Ranger unit automatically reverts two hexes, with no losses to anyone and no defender to advance. This may only be done against hexes containing inverted enemy units not adjacent to other friendly units.
16) Rangers at sea may launch a recon against inverted units on a coast hex of the ranger’s sea zone. The enemy units turn face-up, but the Ranger unit remains at sea, with no losses to anyone.

You may want to add these rules, for example, you may include effects of weather or FTR patrols on air recon, etc. Perhaps they could be simplified, by removing recon attacks. I suggest that you give them a try—they create the fog of war without any new components and without keeping track of anything on paper.

James Stahl
Silver Spring, MD

Ed. Note: We cannot cancel the Hidden Movement rules at the last minute (after the ads were written) simply because the game played so well without it. Eventually, we will. This may only be done against INVERTED MOVEMENT rules in the GENERAL.
**Title:** ALEXANDER 
**Subject:** Battle of Arbela, 331 B.C. 

**ALEXANDER THE GREAT** was the 19th game to undergo an analysis in the RBG, placing 12th on the chart with a cumulative rating of 2.5. A poor showing in physical content kept it down on an otherwise impressive showing. The game was handicapped from the start by a battlefield with very little in the way of distinguishable terrain. In an attempt to get away from a mapboard devoid of color we may have overemphasized analysis in that our "touched-up" version turned out more psychedelic than colorful. To compound the problem, the rulebook did not sufficiently define the terrain features because it was printed before the map. When the artist's rendering proved overly lacking in fulfilling the game's printed terrain definitions we left with a major problem. As if this weren't enough the sin was increased when our Budget Controller gave "thumbs down" to two-sided counters at the GREAT in that buyers had to pencil in "thumbs up" to two-sided counters at the GREAT. This resulted in the unpracticed release of a virtually "incomplete" AH game in that buyers had to pencil in half speeds on the back of their counters. In light of these production foul-ups it is truly remarkable and encouraging that the game fared as well as it did.

ALEXANDER was not without its bright spots however. The ratings for Ease of Understanding, Excitement Level, and Reality were excellent, especially in light of the former's handicap with terrain identification. These ratings will be enhanced by the addition of the two-sided counters and revised, second edition rules now available. The latter solves the terrain identification problem, clarifies the sequence of play and missile rules, and lists an enlarged appendix of playing aids and questions relating to play. The most misleading rating is that of Play Balance which obviously reflects the Basic Game. The Advanced Game comes complete with enough optional rules to balance the game perfectly when used in the correct combination. The fast playing time of 2 hours is a rare feature for a land battle game and may actually be a bit exaggerated for veteran players.

ALEXANDER's 2nd edition will make a substantial improvement over the first and is likely to do far worse than pick up a copy of ALEXANDER THE GREAT.

**The Question Box**

**PANZER LEADER:**

Q: Suppose an anti-tank gun fires in turn 1 and is spotted. On turn 2 it is loaded into a half track but does not leave the hex. Are both the half track and gun now spotted?

A: Yes

Q: During Opportunity Fire may more than 1 unit fire (and combine attack factors) against the same moving enemy piece?

A: Yes – as long as 1/3 of the Movement Factors of the target has been expended in the LOS of each firing unit at the point where the attack is made.

**BASKETBALL STRATEGY:**

Q: Isn't the word "interceptor" for result 7F on the Passing Matrix a mistake?

A: Yes - "Interceptor" should be read as "recipient" of the pass in this case.

**AVALON HILL RBG RATING CHART**

The games are ranked by their cumulative scores which is an average of the 9 categories for each game. While it may be fairly argued that each category should not weigh equally against the others, we use it only as a generalization of overall rank. By breaking down a game's ratings into individual categories the gamer is able to discern for himself where the game is strong or weak in the qualities he values the most. Readers are reminded that the Game Index is not a net total and that a rating of 18 would equal 3 hours. It should also be remembered that many games have more than one version and in extreme cases playing time can vary drastically from one scenario to the next.

**CALCULATED VICTORY...**

The general rule is not enough when combined with poor tactics (the Waterloo Campaign). Only the combination of the two yields victories as brilliant as Austerlitz.

When setting down to a conflict situation itself a commander should be aware of the aforementioned concepts. Obviously a total grasp of the rules of play and the victory conditions is necessary. Sufficient concentration must be exercised so as to avoid making idiotic errors like allowing a German armorer ehem's to win up in Moscow the first turn of battle by leaving open a key railroad on the Finnish border. Keeping that much concentration seems easy but in a complex, involved game like GMT by the time the simulation is half over a certain fatigue sets in and one may fail to see the forests because of the trees.

It is definite and indubious that one must seek as much intelligence as possible about the enemy and terrain, usually easy in war zones which fail to duplicate the "fog of war." Only after all available knowledge has been assimilated can an evaluative commence. The first evaluation should be of your opponent; is he easily fooled? compliant? insipid? foolishly? etc. The latter type are easy pickings for an active defender to drive into a trap. The compliant attacker or defender has great faults too. A player with any amount of perspicacity can put to good use his opponent's failings and even just characteristics. All of this course presumes a player with sufficient savvy to see his own characteristics, and is calculated enough to see the other's. In the game itself the first item to be considered is the game system. One cannot sufficiently discuss every game system, but some items of value can be noted. The Combat Results Table has to be absolutely comprehended, especially in regards to advances after combat. In virtually every simulation an unit attacking which is surrounded is doomed. This means that the defender has a certain advantage. The influence on movement must be realized. Penetration of an enemy position is alwaysavored and every impediment to this should be used by the defender and avoided by the attacker. Every game has differences. These must be known. Players who only glance at rules or even fail to study the simulation outlines before any competitive might as well play crap. Victory is not a calculation, but luck.

As in any conflict players have to avoid rashness as epitomized by major attacks made too soon, or the more often committed error of advancing too rapidly leaving only poor retreat routes easily cut off. Opportunities should never hope that such will make errors, they should consider his enemy as a virtual computer capable of no mistakes. When playing as though he is that good you force yourself to greater levels of accuracy. And avoid emotional factors such as over-optimism.

The game, evaluation also applies to your units. Know which units are best for frontal assaults (such as powerful infantry), expiations and penetration (artillery, armor), Stepover (artillery, air), diversion (weak units especially infantry), etc. Consider their strength, range, and speed on clear terrain, roads, and so on. Scents is a new unit that is both very strong and very fast one has to compromise and act accordingly to his best advantage. Coordination and efficiency are especially applicable here.

A player that fails to evaluate the forces is doomed to failure because he cannot exploit the differences between them. Example: a smaller but stronger (that is tactically stronger in unit strength), seek local engagements and emphasize concentration. That is exactly the defenseless strategy with his limited forces in AVALON HILL'S GETTYSBURG. In ALEXANDER the Persians only chance is an all-out attack on the flanks assisted by the elephants and chariots. That attempts to exploit the Greek lack of units and good cavalry. And of course in a game such as GETTYSBURG the Federals should exploit the terrain to defensive advantage.

Knowledge, evaluation and exploitation; these are the three key words to any analysis of conflict simulations. But without perspicacity on the part of the player, no victory is a true calculation.
Infiltrator's Report

The referendum on the wargaming t-shirts received a 98% favorable reply. We have decided on a circular PANZERBLITZ motif for the front with the AH logo silk-screened on the back. Probable cost will be $5.00. Don't order now. We'll let you know when they become available.

Flying Buffalo's 3rd Annual Wargame Convention was a small but enthusiastic success. Thirty gamers from 5 states gathered at the Ramada Inn in Scottsdale, AZ to compete for 5 trophies. Steve Packwood (above left) won the AH tournament by topping Keith Gangdino (right) in their final round AFRIKA KORPS game.

The First Group concept continues to grow. The founder of Interest Group Milwaukee is Roger Bober. Acting as an opponent pool for area gamers, Interest Group Milwaukee can be contacted by writing Roger at his 3616 S. 54th St., Milwaukee, WI 53220 address.

FOOTBALL STRATEGY buffs in the Mound, MN area will be happy to hear of the establishment of a league in that area. Those interested should contact Patrick McNevin, 6030 Hillcrest Rd., Mound, MN 55361. Those whose interests lean more towards wargaming should talk to Pat about their Minneapolis wargaming club, "The Old Guard."

One of our favorite groups, OOPS (Organization of Pseudo Strategists), has announced their tournament schedule for 1976. Now in their 7th year of existence, OOPS has successfully completed 21 FTF tournaments. This year's competitions include their 2nd Annual Strategy Olympics, BATTLE OF THE BULGE tournament (new), Chess (4th year), RISK (5th year), BASEBALL STRATEGY League (3rd year), THIRD REICH tournament (new), ORIGINS of WWII Campaign (2nd year), GRAND PRIX Circuit (3rd year), and Football League (8th year). AH playtests and intra-club competitions are also anticipated. Those interested should contact Jim Reilly, 2609 West La Verne, Santa Ana, CA 92704.

Vol. 12, No. 3 apparently suffered from too much JUTLAND material as we took it off the shelf with our worst rating ever—3.56. The voting for individual articles, utilizing 200 random samples with 3 points awarded for 1st choice, 2 for second, etc., looked like this:

PROBABLE POSSIBILITIES: 389
SERIES REPLAY—WATERLOO: 279
AVON LA HILL PHILOSOPHY: 158
WITHOUT AMERICA: 130
A STILL CLOSER LOOK AT DOGGER BANKS: 128
DESIGN ANALYSIS: 63
MATHEMATICAL LOS DETERMINATION: 53

Plans for Gen Con IX, oldest wargame convention in the U.S., are already underway. Scheduled for August 20, 21 and 22 in Lake Geneva's Horticultural Hall, Gen Con IX will highlight fantasy gaming with game seminars by noted fantasy designers. Those interested in further details should address their inquiries to Post Office Box 756, Lake Geneva, WI 53147.

Tom Oleson, the creator of ANZIO II, would like to hear from anyone with knowledge of the geography—especially the beaches and ports—in that part of Southern Italy excluded from the ANZIO map, with a view towards perfecting a variant including them.

Al Macintyre has organized no less than 6 different groups in the midwest who stagger monthly meetings. If you live in the Cincinnati, Dayton, Gahanna, OH; or Detroit, Louisville or Indianapolis vicinities, you owe it to yourself to contact AI for further information at his 2729 Stratford Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45220 address.

Contest #88 relied on the inability of a unit to leave the zone of control of 1 to directly enter the ZOC of another. The German is not strong enough to guarantee elimination of either the 14 Cav or 106/423. By placing the 1SS Panzer and an infantry unit adjacent to the fortress, the German can prevent the 14 Cav from moving out of the fortress and counterattacking in hopes of an attacker retreat along the road to St. Vith, as the odds for attack would be 4-26 or 1-7 which is not allowed. The German has remaining three infantry units which if used to attack the 106/423 at 1-1 could possibly be retreated 2 hexes (a 17% chance). If this occurs, the 106/423 is free to move in its turn adjacent to the Panzer and infantry units which combined with the 14 Cav would have a 8 to 26 or 1 to 4 attack. This gives the 14th Cav a 67% chance of retreating toward St. Vith. By placing one infantry east of the fortress it not only guarantees that this attack can’t occur but also that the 14 Cav cannot escape behind German lines toward Elenborn ridge.

The 5-1 attack on 106/422 guarantees its elimination even if a contact is rolled. The remaining armor and paratroop unit is placed on the river for exploiting any weakness in the American position next turn.

No one came up with exactly the same solution as our judge but Timothy Purdy of Ridgefield Park, NJ won the closest with but one minor alteration. The remaining nine winners with the closest solutions were: J. Kreuz, Chicago, IL; S. Schindhelm, Milwaukee, WI; R. Shalvoy, Providence, RI; D. Cook, Birmingham, AL; D. James, Baltimore, MD; C. Drong, Spring Grove, IL; D. Pyle, Freeville, NY; R. Haas, Terre Haute, IN; and R. Miller of Oxon Hill, MD.

NEW PANZER LEADER SCENARIO CARDS

The revised PANZER LEADER scenario cards are now available for $1.50 plus 50¢ postage from the parts department. While it is not necessary to have the revised set, purists may appreciate the subtle changes made therein.